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sausage maker meet the minimum

think that the second Wednesday in November is one of requirements for the constitutional seal
my favorite days. This day marks the return of solitude of approval.
and peace, of human kindness and rationality, of common TCDLA Bourd Meeting
sense (partially) and veracity to our public officials. No longer December 9 - 10,1994
do we have to hear who is toughest on crime, who can kill
On Saturday, December 10, 1994, the
more inmates, who can make the prisons less human, and TCDLA Board of Directors will meet at
the Southland Center Hotel, 400 North
who can transform our -public education system into a fair, Olive St~eet,Dallas, Texas, at 10:00
just and equal opportunity without spending anybody's a.m. in the Skyway Room. Our board
meetings are open to the membership
money. Yes, by the second Wednesday in November, the and your attendance is welcome. We
smoke has cleared; we know who the winners are, and who will be adopting our budget for the next
year, which will likely be the only dull
will be back practicing law or sitting as a visiting judge.
(hut necessary) task on our agenda. On
-

Which brings me back to the thought legislative committees and to meet with
the legislato~sthat you know, asking
that began this message. We have
h e a d all of the demagoging, and we them to avoid throwing out our constitutional protections when passing the
know that the special interests and
prosecutors will be trying to convince new legislation that will supposedly
make our society a safer and better
the new legislature to make it easier to
convict the citizen accused without fol- place. HOWdo you voluntem? It's as
lawing the iules or meeting the consti- easy as filling out the form below and
tutional burdens. We will need your sending it to John Boston, who will
it to David Botsford, who will
services to at least hy to add reason a ~ ~ send
d
common sense to the new laws. You enter your name into our data base.
three days Then, when we need your special sercan do that by volu~~teering
vices, we will call upon you to get
of your time between M a ~ c hand the
end of May to testify before the vaiious involved and help make the legislative
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the Friday n~ghtpreceding the board
meeting (November 9, 1994), the Dallas
Criminal Defense Lawyers have invited
TCDLA membeis, officers and board
memhe~sto their year end celebration at
the Stoneleigh Hotel (200 p.m. to 8:00
p.m.) Afterwards we are going to join
together for dinner at Margaux, 4242
Lomo Alto, Dallas, Texas. Again, all
TCDLA members, directors and officels ale welcome. Frankly, one of the
leasons to join TCDLA is to meet other
great lawyers from across Texas, break
bread togethe1 and share stories( only
some of which have to he true).

TCDLA L EGISLATIVE

S URVEY

following letter and survey should have already been
eived by you from the home office. We need you to read
complete the survey, and return it to the home office
immediately. (TCDLA, 600 W. 13th, Austin, TX 78701, FAX:
512-469-9107).We appreciate your cooperation in this matter.
Dear TCDLA Mernbe,:'
As Cl~uirpersonof the TCDLA Legislati~eConunittee, I cmt ivritiilg to you to seek yo~assistancein
o w contintring legislative efforts. As you l o r o ~the
~ , Lagis/ahrre will reconvene in January 1995. 61 order
to prepare, we need each of o w inenzbers to fill out the enclosedfo~mand 1~t11)71
it to the lzorne ofice.
We need you to da this now so that we cnn inpzit the ilfornlation onto o w con~pzrte,:Tlw itformutio~t
will a1101v11sto quickly ascertain ~1hic17
nlembers, ifany, lzave personal contact with their respective
legislators so that we can call irpon o w nzenzbers to corltmf any particular legislator regoding a
particularpiece of legislation in an emergency sitrrafion. As yorr know, tllese t)pes of situatiotrs often
arise during the legislative session and we have had d~@cz~lty
in the past wit11being able to irt~rnerlintel)~
ascertain which nlembers to contact to fry to bend tlze ear of any particular legislator:
Acco~dingl):we wozrld appreciate yonr assistance in irizrneclinte2yfillingout the enclosed font1 and
sending it to the ho~ilcofice. Your assistance and cool~e,ntionin this matter will enable 11sto more
efectively assist you and o w respective clients arrdfitzrre clients.
Sincerely yours,
Dneid L. Botsford
Second Vice President

Jm1U-Is&&trnfidthe
National Law Journal. She has alko
erved ddng the last five years w m~~~1
(with Robert ETirsckhorn,
TmLA direcrtar f r w GaTvestwnJ far
Walter Eey W & w * the &mh Texas
inmate esimtedthisyea. M& C
kb
ane ofthe many out-~f-st@ vol\tnWifr
that tlratptZ9 &€cidTerglrsReim
Wow hnaka who haye no m w d afeer
rhs dimtappal. She wmte of her last

t R S Q , ~ 0 f ~
Matrdnal Law Jadlial. Titled6'chlcmcfers
in an EmW
~Q~~~
tn the
Dm& Itaure." Shs pQi@It& d w M
kw la&k burs with Mr. W~dtkum.
What is apparent from Mss Cheever's
8t~lsthatasmuchaswewddlikew
be just lawyers, wmettmb nur job as
couhpil fwr h e dtimwl r@quiregmare
&an just reading mi s?@musiqxtfte law.

Theacalmhiutedngneofthe&
prohla ws fm daily h Tmas - there
aa us me* lkiqera to mluotadlyrepmmt &I1 iuf @ $eoplc qn DqIh RowHopefully, le&slation propoaed by
Pmsf$ent Vineenf Paini
the SB6T will help &mil
ate khepmblem by pmdding aisystemfor
compen$ated defense ~ o u n mfor
l an
inmates en& vbyap through the 1-1
sg-atem. TCDZA will be allp$glZing @is
m i v e le&sWoa, which should be
part of the anandmen& nr the ea@A
h&a le&d&n.

Rm&L E o l r n f f l t g ~ $ ~ &
U&em*@ ofArhms fB.S, &Ad, EW).
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Weldon Holtomb
Tyler (1976-1977)

C. David Evonr"
Son Antonio (1975-1976)
George E. Gilkerson
Lubbock (1974.19751

Phil Burleson
Dollos (1973-1974)
C. Anthony Friloux, Jr.'
Houston (1972-1973)
Judge Frank Moloney
Austin (1971 -1972)
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Notice to

LI make inpir:\i ~ b o z t or
t
or services advertiser1 in the 1

4.5 how@ vide^ tape on tbe St& Jail
Felonies and 19424 Penal Code
Changa. Written material will be
included - $81 .OQ sale^ tax included).

Notice TCDLA Members
" w s stateit7ent.swill be rrrailed tlri\ rwor7tlr.
Pleme r~oteflre follotvirrg:

$36 of your annual dues ($19 if a Student Member) IS
for a one-vear subscr~otionto the VOICE for the
Defense h d , $39 of regular dues is f o ~TCDLA leg~sla
twe programs. Dues to TCDLA are not deductible as a
but may be deducted a< an
charitable contr~but~on
ordlnary and necessary business expense.

I

I

The ljve p v p m was approved fa2
CLE exedit by the MCLE Committee
of% &ate Btrr af T e a .

*You must apply S&I CZE md'it
thou& the MCLE Department of tlse
State Bar of Texas,

By William P. Allison
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netxi your help with the Vokefir the Dfmc. Over the pm,

Ate there subjects you WBnf to see re*
larly addressed in the Poice? Should we
largelydue to rhe ded~carionand hard work of Kerry Fitzgerald, sometimes try 60 do a whole issue elevated
rhe Editor-in-Chief d u d n ~the 80's and until the past few lo one topic. Cumntly, we up to do somein almost every issue on DWI beeause
imes, the WmestabIished itself as one of the bmt criminal defense thing
so m a y of us reprment cliefiis in these
journals in the nation. Now it'.. my turn. I want to make it better, cases. But what ahont fedeml sentenoing
&uI cannot $a that without pur.input, What you think should guidalinm? &ould wehave a mlam every
on this area, or m e every other
be in the Vaid And none af that This may sound like a stupid month
month? Haw impoaant is it? What abaut
idea, but. " BS. Just give it to us. For starters let me h w out ethics? Do you need help i n building a
practice? Do you need &vice in how to
some ideas thar ate on the table. Then, you bring your id@ back keep
a dient once they hnve come to see
to us and let's see how we mn make them work.
you? Are your legal sffvlces eonwts dear
and seancise; or are you not using them at
all? What can pe do in these areas thal
T ~ t be
h told,&we is not much &&You may have notic& that far &E past few te~~.
issues, them has mt been tlie pho$gntph of a ence between complmcriminal litigation and would he of heIp to you? Let's do same remember on the cover, Of an the commfs I the type of m a first year lawyer might be inventing the praotlce of law to make it
have mefv& a h t the Voim, UI& is tho one asked to try. How do we bfidge this gap? more fun and mom mtahLe.
When 1 took this job a Bend of mine told
that is most offen ~epted
-"an'r you do Hmdo we show^ Ulatiatheeudit1~the
e that the mark of a s u d tenure at the
somefhing about always putting someon& lawyer's mpwsibility to see that no case is m
picture OR the cover - it'*BORING!" The wmplwZ ft may be muplex wlm you go Voice w~uldbe to see each issue Yn Mers
mswer is "Yes!" We will still put the new into it, but ifbetter he simpit when the jwy after beingread. Tb#t tach of you would
TCDLA Pmident's photo on one issqe and gem the hished product The aremge DWI fmd enough Entersting matehLIn eaeh issue
we may honor one of you -from rime to time, a n be very cmplex and quires the same that out wouM come the scissorsand isto file
hut the cover ts pin$ to be more inviting. lawyering skills as a W fraad cam% get & folders and hiudrars would ga the ar6idm.
Got an idea fm a mver, call ms or Job4 before the jury in aa understwbhk fom. That's what 1 want for this magazine.
So what about a column of trial lips. Nocase Funher down lheline, I want ow produets lo
Boston imdtell us. We want to know.
Going dong this %me line is the broader cites, no emphasis on evidence or pwedore; he on-Iine so that you can ju% did np the
perqion that the Voim, ~ t h e ~ m i a t i o njust howto prepme it and Wit out in front of TCDLA eleetmnic bolleiio hoard (yes, it
already exi& - [512]472 54%) and downin general, has become a "good OW boys' thejudge or jury. Let us know,
W M ahont our history. I have talked load articles, motions and briefs that you
eluW' that catered to the ideas of a few.
W h e r this is true or not, the -tion
is with Judge Frank Maloney of the Cwrt of used right naw. It's just a mafter of getting
Ulere and we need to use the Voice to changp. Criminal Appeals ahuut stating to @the[ ihe right iufcormafionin the right f m to the
it. In this new era of "smalltwt" pliliq we stories of Texas criminal dePense trial right people. Now wouCdu't that be a coup.
PmUy, we are changiagthe o r ~ 1 0 ofn
as criminal defense lawyers cannot afford to lawyers for posterity. He is hehina it one
h ~ into
y that idea in our pmfes8ional lives. hundwd percent and the Voice ia the ohui- the maa,azlflea li&. I told Joho Bmtm that I
~ thejob &at Keuy did
Qor elimts me alwayn gBiug tohe on the ont- 011svehicle to mmplish this axhiving a& would n o t c o doing
side of ths tent lookiug in. So are we. tk publishing task Mayhe you have a particu- for so many years. He was tke Voice. Hegot
Voicerwals to b inatrumeut thnlt expands our lar inter& or expertise in oral history. If IittIe or M help in pubEshing and yet he mmreach and that hid6 mall togaher. That can- you think this would he b m r aceamplished agad to get a mgazine out e v q numb. It
iwk a lot out of him. Gsy Udashen From
nor be done unless you make tlve Voice a s i d e the Voice, fet us know that too.
Would s page M two of "Letters to the Dallas, Mark Siwena fmlu San Antonio and
ragponsible to ynu aNI your eolleagoes by
Edftor" he helpful? When I read magazines, Jim &Itan fmm Houston are fltm for aiiieontrihutinftyour thoughtsand ideas.
~
section. It t b ,coluuuis and cases, rspmiveiy. John
We need tm speak to the fmt y w pr~cti- I am aIway8 dmwu to t h letters
tionez as well as those of us who have prso is not usually (he secrion fbr t6e best writ- Bostonis takingon the fask of mugiug editor
the physfcal layout of the magazine
tieed criroJnal law for par&The needs of the ing, hut h consistently generates [he best to DVW
fist year lawyer Wy he quite different than ideas. Mayhe lhat is hecause you do not and the fiaaocial end of puhtishiag. Kerry did
~ ihe world
thus of a lawyer with five ye- eqwience. hrrve to 6rrmmit the time that it t a b to read all of this, 8ot all ofthe s b u c b in
We know how to put togetha magazine for an artish Eespacially wifh dtes) to mad a b n o t & t g Q m ~ f o r a h i l l o f W i f y o u
the high-end pmctition+.r, hut that few%the louef and a shott mpouse. Our magazine do not jofn m hy giviug us aticles, mmenis,
vast majority of our members, and the new has never been very interactive. This would letfern, criWsns andideas. Keny bmught us s
lawyers w seek to mruit, out of the line of gjve us a chance to talk am- mirs~lves,or lone wv zs he umngd the Voice thawh its
fire. So we need to hiive a hater balance with the pubfit in getreal, on topics that are m u g up years. Now it is up to us, to all of
benvcm the empiex and theday-to day ma- generafedmisidethe confines ofthe Vobce. w tomakeit mare fruitful.
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his issue marks the final Number (10) of
Volume 1994 (23). During this year long-time

Voice for the Defense editor Kerry FitzGerald
resigned in April after over eight years of service to the
magazine. In June we changed the magazine's appearance, applied for, and in November received, a U. S.
Postal Service second class postage permit. We began
an aggressive campaign to obtain display advertising to
help offset the ever-increasing cost of publication. A
look through the magazine shows some success with a
lot of work still to do.

Message this issue regarding the 74th
Legislatine to heart and get involved.
This session will be very "law and
order" oliented in its focus, and despite
having a full-time lobbyist, Craig
Washington, who returns to the law
firm of Lampley & Braqaet after two
terms in Congress, our work of defending the state and fedelal constitutions
will not be easy next session.
Our new Editor, Bill Allison,
introduces h i s f i r s t c a l u m n this
issoe, and TCDLA Board member,
Randy Wilson of Abilene has some
thought-provoking comments in his
open letter to the defense bar. As
usual, there are quality articles to
aid the defender in representing the
citizen accused.

Season's greetings
With the October issue our masthead bore the name of the new
Editor-in-chief. William P. Allison,
who brings a wealth of legal, academic, and writing experience to the job.
The Voice staff and editors welcomes
your comments and suggestions
and
..
urges the w~itersamong you to prepale and submit materials to the
appropliate editor, whose address 1s
VOICE VOLUME 23 NUMBER 10 DECEMBER 94

found on the contents page (masthead,page4).

A Look at the
December Voice
Please take President Ron
Goranson's lema~ksin his President's

@

As 1994 comes to a close, TCDLA
membership is approximately 1,600,
the most in this writer's memory. On
behalf of those dedicated lawyers, the
O f f i c e ~ s ,Directors, F(f)riends of
TCDLA and Staff, we wish all our
readers the best season's g~eetings,and
a just and prosperous new year.
Sernperfi
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Code of Criminal Procedure
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was introduced. Rule 804(b)(l) protects
confrontation interests while allowing
admission of rehable evidence. To insure
reliability, the parties must have had the
chance and similar motive to develop the
ea~liertestimony. In cases excluding such
evidence, the courts have focused upon
trial-type conditions or the "aecouterments" of trial circumstances. For testimony to be admissible in a subsequent
pmceeding, the proceedings must reflect a
"substantial identity of issues." Here, the
underlying policies, procedu~esand purposes of a juvenile transfer hearing are
dramatically different than a criminal trial.
The focus of the juvenile hearing is the
best interests of society and not guilttinnocence, hence Appellant did not have a
similar motive to explore the rehabilitation issue at the ce~tificationhealing.

Butler, No. 71,566 (Tex.Cr.App.
10-5-94)
(Opinion by McCormick, P.J.
Clinton, J. concurs in result.)

HOLDING:
Strickland requires a showing of
defective performance and prejudice.
Appellate counsel's performance is
judged by the law in effect a t the time
of trial and prejudice is judged by
current law.
11.07 wlit. Applicant was convicted for
kidnapping. His motion to quash based
upon failure to allege the manner of
abduction was ovemded. Applicant contends appellate counsel was ineffective for
failure toappeal this ruling. Relief denied.

1. COUNSFI- APPELLATE
Ineffective
At the time of Applicant's trial, a
motion to quash for failure to allege the
manner of kidnapping should have been
granted. Failme to allege such onappeal
is ineffective representation under
Stlickland v. Washington, 466 U.S.
668, 104 S.Ct. 2052, 80 L.Ed.2d 674
(1984) adopted in Hernandez v. State,
726 S.W.2d 53 (Tex.Cr.App.1986).
Lockart v. Fertwell, 506 US. -,
113 S.Ct. 838. 122 L.Ed.2d 180 (19931
held counsel's perfomonce should be
judged by the law in effect at time of trial
but prejudice should be judged by cunent
law. CCA held the law prevailing at the
A

time Applicant filed his writ should be
applied Under this standard, there is no
prejudice. See: Adams v. State, 707
S.W.2d 903 (Tex.Cr.App.1986).

Flores, No. 67-94 (Tex,CtApp.
(Per Curiam opinion)

HOLDING:
Admissible evidence not offered at
guiltlinnocence is n o t ipso facto
admissible at punishment.
Murder. At punishment the state
proved up, over objection, an nnadjudicated murder. The CA reversed for a new
punishment hearing at 866 S.W.2d 682
(Tex.App.-Houston [lst] 1993), holding
"even if evidence of the prior unadjndicated offense was admissible in the guilt
stage to show consciousness of guilt, it
was uot admissible at the punishment
phase." CCA affirmed the CA. This is
pre-G~unsfeldv. State, 843 S.W.2d 521
(Tex.Cr.App.l992)(exclnded admission
ofextlaneous offenses at punishment).

1. PUNISHMENT:
Unadjudicated Offenses
Evidenee that could have been propaly
admitted at the guilt phase of the trial is
not ipsofacto "tardily" admissible at the
punishment phase. Here, Gnmsfeld was
applicable and the exttaneous offense
was not admissible at punishment.

Fisher, No. 1159-91 (Tex.Cr.App.
(Opinion by Maloney, J. Concuning
opinion by Clinton, 1. Dissenting opinion
by McCo~mick,P.J., joined by White. J.)

HOLDING:
Sufficiency of evidence is measured by
considering the allegations contained
in the indictment as properly incorporated into the jury charge after disregarding any language expanding on
the allegations in the indictment.
Aggravated delively of amphetamine.
CA reversed and ordered an acquittal in
IUI unpublished opinion. The indictment
alleged delivmy of amphetamine of more
than twenty-erght grams but less than

four hundred grams. Adulterantsldilutants were not pled as a part of the aggregate weight. The state chemist testified
the total weight of the substance was
59.32 grams; 18.38 grams was pure
amphetamine; the remainder adulterantsldilutants. The j u ~ ywas instructed a
conviction was permittedif the aggregate
weight including adulterants/dilutants
weighted twenty-eight grams or more.
The CA held the jury was permitted to
convict on a theory not alleged in the
indictment; that the evidence was insufficieut to convict as alleged in the indictment. CCA affirmed the CA.

1. SUFFICIENCY OF EVIDENCE
The state claims sufficiency of evidence in a j u y trial is measured against
the jiuy charge and not the indictment.
le Winship, 397 U.S. 358 (1970) held
Due Piwcess iequires "proof beyond a
reasonable doubt of every fact uecessay
to constitute the crime with which he is
charged." Jackson v. Vi~ginia,443 U.S.
stated "the
307 (1979), citing
critical inqui~yon review of the sufficiency of the evidence to support a criminal most not be simply to determine
whether the jury was properly instructed,
but to determine whether the record evidence could reasonably support a finding
beyond a reasonable doubt." It logically
follows that the review court's sufficieucy analysis must take iuto account the
crime with which the Defendant was
charged in the indictment.
Benson v. State, 661 S.W.2d 708
(Tex.Cr.App.1982) held "when a charge
is correct for the theory of the case presented we review the sufficiency of the
evidence in the light most favorable to
the verdict by comparing the evidence
to the indictment as inco~poratedinto
the charge." In Boozer v. State, 717
S.W.2d 608 (Tex.Cr.App.1984). the
charge contained an erroueous acconplice witness instruction. The Boozer
comt held "sufficiency of evideuce is
measured by the charge that was given."
Boozer did not modify Benson because
Boozel involved an accomphce witness
instruction that was not iequired to be
pled in the indictment.
At one time, Texas courts held "fuudamental defects" (failu~eto allege all
the elements of an offense) in indictments could be ~aisedat any time. A
constitutional amendment to Article V,
section 12 changed all this as pointed
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out in Studer v. State, 799 S.W.2d 263
(Tex.Cr.App.1990) which held defects
in an indictment must be objected to at
trial or they are waived. The &&r
court also held defects in failing to
allege all the elements of a crime are
waived absent a trial objection. Under
&&, it is possible to be convicted
under an indictment that does not allege
all the elements of the offense. The
Studer holding i s at odds with the
lkmm premise which assumes an
indictment that alleges all the elements
of the offense.
Where an indictment facially alleges
a complete offense, the reviewing court
can adhere to the Benson principle of
measuring sufficiency against "the
indictment as incorporated into the
charge." Where an indictment does not
facially allege a complete offense, the
reviewing court's sufficiency analysis is
measured against the indictment, the
controlling penal statute and the jnry
charge. In this latter instance, the indictment, at a minimum, must give notice
of the offense so the controlling statute
can be identified. Next, the reviewing
court must compare the penal provision
wifh the jury instruction. If the charge
inco~poratesall the essential elements
of the offense, then the reviewing conrt
can measure the sufficiency of the evidence against the charge.

2. INDICTMENT/CHARGE:
Varianee
When the indictment facially alleges a
complete offense and the jury charge
broadens the basis upon which the state
can obtain a conviction, the reviewing
colot shall review sufficiency by comparing the evidence to the indictment as
properly incolpmted into the charge, dis~egardingany language contained in the
charge which expands upon the theo~yset
fo~thin the indictment. The reviewing
court may only disregard matters eontained in the instmction that woidd normally have to be pled in the indictment.
For instance, a party instruction may
broaden the basis upon which the state
can get a conviction but that is a matter
that need not be pled in the indictment.

the reviewing court in its sufficiency
analysis. The Benson holding that a
reviewing court must compare "the evidence in the indictment as incorporated
into the charge" is meant an indictment
that has been properly incorporated.
When the indictment facially alleges a
complete offense and the instruction
broadens the basis upon which the state
can obtain a conviction, the reviewing
conrt shall review sufficiency by comparing the evidence to the indictment as
properly incorporated into the instruction,
disregarding any language contained in
the inshuction which expands upon the
theoly set forth in the indictment.
Where the indictment does not facially allege a complete offense, the state
may attempt to prove any theory of the
offense that is consistent with the language of the incomplete indictment and
the controlling penal provisions examined together. Accordingly, the instnution may broaden the state's theory as
set forth in the incomplete indictment 80
long as the instruction remains consistent with the allegations that are contained in the indictment and with the
controlling penal provisions.
Here, the indictment was incorporated
into the instluction, but those allegations were e~~oneously
enlarged by the
addition of "adulte~antsand dilutants."
This enlargement mnnst he disregarded
in a sufficiency analysis. Since the
indictment alleges more than 28 glams
and less than 400 grams and the evidence showed only 18.38 grams, the
evidence was insufficient to convict.
(Dissenting opinion by McCormick,
P.J., joined by White. I.). The error
should not cause an acquittal. A rational
fact fmder could easily have concluded
there was in excess of 28 grams of pure
amphetamine since thew was evidence
it had been cut with vitamin B-12.
(Concurring opinion by Clinton, J.)
By failing to object to "iucompleteness." an Accused does not waive or
forfeit the fnudamental right to a fair
trial under protection constitutionally
gna~anteedby the due process and due
course of law clauses.

3. SUFFICIENCY OF EVIDENCE:
Overbroad Jury Charge
If the indictment facially alleges a
conxplete offense, the state is bound by
the theory alleged in the indichent as is
VOICE VOLUME23 NUMBER10 DECEMBER94

COMMENT:
This may be the F~sfshot fued in the
war to determine if Studer violates the
due conrse of law provisions of the

Texas Constitntion and due process of
law provisions of the US. Constitution.

Taylor, No. 816-93 (Tex.Cr.App.
10-19-94)
(Opinion by Maloney, .I.Concurring
opinion by Clinton, 1.)

HOLDING:
An intoxication instruction is not Iimited to cases where the defense is temporary insanity.
Murder. Appellant's insanity plea was
rejected. CA affirmed at 856 S.W.2d
459 (Tex.App.-Houston (1st Dist.]
1993) holding an intoxication instruction was properly given at guiltlinnocence. CCA aff~medCA.

1. INTOXICAIION:
Guilt/lnaocence
Intoxication is not a defense to a
crime but may he introduced in mitigation of punishment. Here, thwe was testimony that Appellant smoked marijuana the night before the offense and that
marijuana could trigger psychotic
episodes. There was no evidence of
tempomy insanity pmduced by intoxication. Appellant's objection to the
intoxication instniction was overruled.
It is well settled that a t~ialcourt must
instruct the j u ~ yon all matters applicable to the case and here there was some
evidence of intoxication that might lead
the j u ~ yto conclude that intoxication
excnsed her actions.
(Concurring opinion by Clinton, J.)
Section 8.04 of the Penal Code was
meant to limit the affirmative defense of
insanity. It was not meant to limit the
state's entitlement to an instruction on
intoxication.

Montalbo, No. 1464-93
(Tex.Cr.App. 10-19-94)
(Opinion by Maloney, J. Miller, J.
dissents)

HOLDING:
Remanded to CA to determine if a
notice of appeal from a guilty plea
stating Appellant had the trial court's
permission to "appeal other matters"

was sufficient to confer jurisdiction to
~ d d r e sas sufficiency claim.
Possession of cocaine. Appellant
ntered a guilty plea after his pretrial
motions to suppress and reveal the identity of the informant were denied CCA
vacated and remanded to CA.

1. APPEAL- GUILTY PLEAS:
Sufficiency of Evidence
Appellant's notice of appeal stated he
was appealing from matters raised by p m
trial motions and he had the trial court's
permission to appeal other matters. &m
v. State,
873 S.W.2d
383
(Tex.Cr.App.1994) held Appellant was
p~ccludedfrom challenging the suFticiency
of evidence because the notice of appeal
did not confer jurisdiction on the couns of
appeal to review the sufficiency claims.
Here, thenotice of appeal stated Appellant
had the court's permission of "appeal
other matters." Case was remanded to CA
to determine if the notice of appeal was
sufficient to confer jurisdiction to addtws
Appellant's sufficiency claims.
Youn No. 268-93 (Tex.Cr.App.
1O-Zf94)
(Opinion by Maloney, J. Dissenting
opinion by McCormick, P.J. joined by
White and Meyew, J.J.)

HOLDING:
Appellant was harn~edwhen the trial
court did not order witness records he
made available for cross examination.
Burglruy. On initial submission to the
CCA, the case was reversed for not pmvidiag written documents for cross-

examination and iemanded to the CA for
a harm analysis. The CA affirmed on
remand at 840 S.W.2d 785 (Tex.App.Wac0 1992) stating there was overwhelming evidence of guilt. Police officers mpondmg to a burglay d found
Appellant hiding in the bath room.
Defense witnesses testified Appellant was
a part of a work crew who was remolding
the bar and Appellantfrequently stayed in
the bar overnight. The owner of the bar
testified her work records did not show
work being done on the bar on the date of
the burglary or that Appellant was ever
hired to do such work. At the close of the
owner's direct, the Defense asked to
examine the records and the state
mponded by stating the iecords were not
brought to court and there was no need to
do so because the owner testified to the
absence of any records indicating
Appellant had been hired.

1, HARMLESS ERROR ANALYSIS:
Limitation on Cross Examination
First, assume that the damaging
potential on the cross examiuation were
fully realized. Second, with that
assumption in mind, review the error in
connection with the following factors:
(1) The importance of the witness' testimony in the prosecution case; (2)
Whether the testimony was cumulative;
(3) The presence of absence of evidence
corroborating or contradicting the testimony of the witness on material points;
(4) The extent of cross examination otherwise permitted; and (5) the overall
strength of the prosecution case.
Finally, in light of the &st two plangs,
determine if the error was harmless
beyond a reasonable doubt.
Here, the owner's records were not
included in the record, so it is assumed

S
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(Dissenting opinion by McCormick,
P J. joined by White and Meyers, J.J.):
Contends Appellant did not preselve e m r
under Rule 611 since he did not make the
records available to the appellate court.

Cofield, No. 1089-93
(Tex.Cr.App. 10-26-94)
(Opinion by Ove~street,J. Maloney,
J. concurs with the result. Dissenting
opinion by McCormick, P.J., joined by
White and Meyers, J.J.)

HOLDING:
A passenger's statement that he and
the driver had been smoking cocaine
was not admissible a s a statement
against penal interest.
Possession of less than 28 grams of
cocaine. Officers saw Appellant and a
passenger inside a car p a ~ k e don a
dead-end street making movements
indicative of stuffing something under
the seats. Drugs were found beneath
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the front seat and the trial court
admitted the passenger's statement
made at the arrest, that they had been
smoking cocaine shortly before the
police arrived. The CA reversed at
857 S.W.2d 798 (Tex.App.-Corpus
Christi 1993) holding it was error to
admit the statement. CCA affirmed
the CA.

Possession of marijuana. Appellant
was driving a car where marijuana
was found. It was found, along with
rolling papers, in a closed ashtray
conveniently accessible to Appellant.
There was an odor of marijuana in the
car. The issue was whether the marijuana was sufficiently linked to
Appellant. Affirmed.

1. RULI: 803(24)
Rule 803(24) requires a statement
against penal interest be corroborated
by circumstances clearly indicating
the trustworthiness of the statement.
There is no definitive test to gauge the
existence of the corroborating eircumstances hut the following factors may
he considered: (I) Whether the guilt
of the declarant is inconsistent with
the guilt of the Accused; (2) Whether
the declasant was so situated that he
might have eommitted the crime; and
(3) the relationship between the
declarant and the party to whom the
declaration was made. Evidence
whicb undermines the reliability of
the statement may also be considered.
The party seeking to introduce the
hearsay statement has the burden of
proving the cornohorating evidence.
Rule 803(24) pemits a exception to
the hearsay rule for a statement against
the declarant's interest. It does not provide a healsay exception for a declarant's statement against someone else's
interest. There may be circumstauces is
which hearsay statements by a co-defendant which inculpate the Defendant
would be admissible where the statement was sufficiently against the declarant's penal intemt that a reasonable person in the declarant's position should
not have made the statement unless
believing it to be tiue.

T. SUFFICIENCY:
LegaWactual
A legal sufficiency is required by
Jackson v. Virginia, 443 U S . 307
(1979) to insure that minimum due
process requirements have been met.
The standard is to examine the evidence in the light most favoiable to the
verdict and determine whether a rational trier of fact could have found the
Accused guilty beyond a leasonable
doubt. A factual sufficiency review is a
state standard of review permitted by
Art. V, section 6 of the Texas
Constitution. See: Stone v. State, 823
S.W.2d 375 (Tex.App.-Austin 1992,
pet. untimely filed). The standard is not
to review the evidence in the light most
fworable to the verdict but to consider
all the evidence equally, including
defense witnesses and alternative
hypothesis. See: Orona v. State, 836
S.W. 2d 319 (Tex. App.-Amtin 1992,
no pet.) A verdict will he set aside only
if it is so contrary to the overwhelming
weight of the evidence as to be clearly
wrong and unjust.
A ?global" sufficiency point of enor
emb~aceslegal and factual sufficiency
only in civil cases. Here, the sufficiency
point of error was confined to legal sufficiency, nevertheless, the CA did a factual analysis and determined, under
these facts the evidence was legally and
factually sufficient.

(Dissenting opinion by McCormick,
P.J., joined by White and Meyess, J.J.)
Claims the error in admitting the statement was waived because it was
solicited by Defense counsel on cross
examination.

COMMENT:
This case is notewortby because the
Humason line of cases dealing with
affim~ativelinks and those DWI cases
involving "wheeling" the driver were
fairly well nullified when Gessa
changed the way appellate courts
review sufficiency cases wheie the state
relied upon circumstantial evidence.
The Hitmason "affirmative link" cases
and the DWI "wheeling" cases may he COMMENE
revived t o some degree by reviewing
This case presents a good review of
the "factual" sufficiency rather than the impeaching tbe Defendant with prior
"legal" sufficiency.
convictions

Martinets, 3-93-193-CR
(Tex.App.-Austin 9-28-94; 10-5-94)

HOLDING:
The evidence was factually and Iegally snfflcient to convict.
VOICE VOLUME 23 NUMBER 10 DECEMBER94
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Simpson, 01-93-01019-CR
(Tex.App.-Houston [lst] 10-6-94;
10-19-94)
HOLDING:
Prior convictions for robbery a n d
aggravated robbery were admissible
for impeachment in a cocaine case.
Possession of cocaine. Affirmed.

1. IMPEACHMENT:
Convictions
RULE: 609(a)
Rule 609(a) permits impeachment
with prior convictions for felonies and
crimes of moral turpitude if the pmbative value outweighs the prejudicial
effect. Theus v. State, 845 S.W.2d 874
(Tex.Cr.App.1992) established a five
factor test for evaluating the admissibility of prior convictions: ( I ) the
impeachment value of the prior - the
impeachment value of crimes involving
deception is higher than those involving violence; (2) the temporal proximity of the past crime ~ e l a t i v eto the
charged offense - if the priors are
recent and the witness has demonstrated a propensity for breaking the law,
this will favor admission of the priols;
(3) the similarity between the prior and
the charged offense - similarity militates against admission of the priors
because there is the possibility the jury
would cmvict the Accused for a pattern
of past conduct rather then on the facts
of the case; (4) the importance of the
Defendant's testimony; and (5) the
impoltance of the credibility issue - if
the testimony is confined to the
Defendant and the state witnesses, the
importance of the Defendant's credibility and testimony escalates and so does
the state's need to impeach with priors.
The first factos - impeachment value
of the prior weights against admission.
Factors two through five support
admission of the priors. The Theus
Court held the impeachment value of
the prior overrode the other factors.
Here, the priors were robbery and
aggravated robhery were admissible
under Theus.

Harvey, 06-93-00157-CR
(Tex.App.-Texarkana 10-12-94;
HOLDING:

It was e r r o r to deny Appellant's
request for a change of venue.
Solicitation of capital murder.
Reversed.

I.CHANGE OF VENUI:
Sufficient Evidence
This was a murder in a small town.
Eve~yoneseemed to kuow Appellant, the

victim and all the details. CA reviewed
the evidence and voir dire and concluded
venue should have been changed. The test
for change of venue is not whether it is
possible to select a jury whose members
were not subject to challenges for cause.
The test is whether the Accused can show
the~eare iutluences in the community that
would affect the answeis on vok dire or
the testimony of witnesses at the trial or
that for any other reason, a fair and imp=tial j u ~ ycannot be had. See: Henley v.
State,576 S.W.2d 66 (Tex.Cr.App.1978).
COMMENT:
This case is added because it is the
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Experts and the
Indigent Defendant:
Leveling the Playing Field

here can be no
equal justice
where the kind of trial a
man gets depends on the

'The begt lawyer in the world cannot
cornpetenfly defend a11 acaused pason
if the lawyer cannot obtain existing
By David Cunningham
evidence crucial to the defense, e.g,, if
the defendant cannot.pav
. the fee ofan invltsti~atorto find a aotential missing wimess
(11 a necessary docu~nent,or that of sxpcrt accountant or mining engineer, or
chemist....In such circu~ustances,if the govcrnmcnt does not supply thc funds, justice
is dcnied the poor-and represents an upper-bracket privilege."

-

amaunt ofnzoney he h.
'"

-Justice Hugo Black
Griffin v. Illimis, 351
U.S. 12 (1956)

-

-Judge Jerome Frank Cdisseuting)
United States v. Johnson, 238 F.2d 565,
572 (2nd Cir. 1956)

"[A] defendant may be at an unfair advantage if he is unable to piury by his own
witmxses the thrusts G those against him."
-Chief Judge Benjamin Card020
Reillv v. Barry,220 20.Y.456,166 N.E.
I65 (1929)
"Keep it fair, judge. Keep it fair."
-Rodney Daingeifield "Caddyshack" (1977)
One continuing problem faced by appointed counsel in criminal litigation is secoring adequate funds to counter the state's scientific or forensic evidence and to present
the defendant's case lo the fact finder. Some trial judges, more concerned with the
public's perception of county monies paid to court appointed counsel than with
administering to a fair trial, are reluctant to pmvide the funds necessary to provide an
adequate defense for an accused indigent. This creates a number of p~edicamentsfor
which counsel must be prepared. Judges often believe that the defendant should be
allowed county monies for psychiatric experts only and then often pmsure counsel to
rely on the "court's experts" to be shared equally by the parties. Moreover, if the trial
court considers the lequest for monies, it typically forces appointed counsel to justify
the need for such monies in the presence of the prosecutor. In so doing, the court
forces counsel to reveal part of his or her trial stiategy and work product to the prosecution. To ensuie that appointed counsel do not fall pley to these predicaments, it is
necessaly to be aware of the United States Supreme Court decisions in L~ELX
Oklahoma, 470 US. 68 (1985), Caldwell v. Mississippi, 472 U.S. 320 (1985) and
Daubert v. M e d l Dow Pha~maceuticals,-U.S.-,
113 S.Ct. 2786 (1993) and two
recent Texas Court of Criminal Appeals decisions, DeFreece v. State. 848 S.W.2d 150
(Tex.Crini.App. 1993). and McBride v. State, 838 S.W.2d 248 (Tex.C~im.App.1992).
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I. THE IMPLICATIONS OF AKE AND CALDWELL

Ake and Caldwell are part of a long line of cases holding
that differences in access to the instruments needed to vindicate legal rights are constitutionally repugnant when they are
based on the financial situation of the accused. Supreme
Court precedent establishes the principle that the due process
clause of the Fourteenth Amendment requires that the state,
upon request, to provide indigent defendauts "with the basic
tools of an adequate defense...when those tools are available
for a price to other prisoners." Britt v. North Carolina, 404
U.S. 226 (1971); G~iffiuV. Illinois, 351 US. 12 (1956).
In &, the defendant was charged with murdering a couple
and wounding their children. Prior to trial, the court rn
gm& ordered that Ake be examined by a psychiatrist. He
was found to be incompetent to stand trial. After regaining
his competency to stand trial after a I-egimeof psychotropic
drugs was implemented, he was ordered to stand trial. Prior
to trial, appointed counsel gave notice of intent to raise an
insanity defense. Because Ake's sanity at the time of the
off~nsewas never determined, counsel requested the appointment of a psychiatrist. The Court denied the motion and Ake
was convicted of capital murder aud sentenced to death. The
United States Supreme Court reversed the conviction findiug
that the trial coua's failure to pmvide psychiatric assistance
operated to deny Ake due pl-ocess of law. The Court found
that the denial of expert assistance precluded Ake from presentiug an effective defense. The decision was based 011 the
Supreme Court's recognition that to deny an indigent basic,
critical expelt assistance would render a crimiual trial fundan~entallyunfair, particularly given the State's ability to use
the services of virtually any expert of its choosing:
We recognized long ago that mere access to the
courthouse doors does not be itself assure a pl-oper
functioning of the adversary process, and that a
cri~ninaltrial is fi~ndamentallyunfair if the State pmceeds against an indigent defendant without making
certain that he has access to the raw materials integral to the building of an effective defense ...[This
Court] has often reaffirmed that fundamental fairuess entitles indigent defendauts to preseut their
clain~sfairly within the adversary system.
Ross v. Moffitt,
Ake v. Oklahoma, 470 US. at 77
417 US. 600 (1974). Due process and fundamental fairness
thus forbid the state from "legitimately assert[ing] an interest
in maintenance of a strategic advautage over the defense, if
the result of that advantage is to cast a pall on the accuracy of
the verdict obtained." 470 U.S. at 79.
Although the precise holdiug in Ake is that "[wlhen a
defeudant has made a preliminary showing that his sauity at
the time of the offense is likely to be a significaut factor at
trial, the constitution I-equires that the state pmvide access to a
psychiatrist's assistance on that issue if the defeudant cannot
otherwise afford to provide one," it is clear that & is not
limited to meutal health experts or to capital cases. See,for
example, Little v. Annontrout, 835 F.2d 1240 (8th Cir.
1987)(en bauc) [State's failul-e to provide indigent defendant
with hypuotic expert violated defendant's right to fair trial;
Ake applied even though expert sought was not a psychiatdst;
"[tlhere is no principled way to distiuguish between psychatric and non-psychiatric experts."].

(e

In Caldwell, another capital case, the Court faced the claim
that a trial court's refusal of expert assistance denied the
defendant a fair trial. There the defendant requested an
appointed investigator, fingerprints expert, and a ballistics
t
such
expert. The requests were denied by the trial c o u ~with
denial affirmed by the Mississippi Supreme Court because the
motions failed to explain in specific terms why the expert was
needed. See,Caldwell v. State, 443 So. 806, 812 (Miss.
1983), reversed on other emunds, 472 U.S. 320 (1985). The
Supreme Court affirmed the trial court's denial "given that
petitioner has offered little more than undeveloped assertions
that the requested assistance would be beneficial, we fouud no
deprivation of doe process in the trial judge's decision."
Caldwell. 472 U S . 323-24n.l.
Despite the fact that the petitioner did not emerge victorious, Caldwell is important for two reasons: (I) the clear message is that the state's refusal to provide non-psychiatric
expert assistance could in a giveu case deny the defendant a
fair trial and due process of law and (2) specific requests are
required to meet the thresl~oldrequirement of Ake. This
threshold requiren~eutaud the requisites of an &motion are
discussed infi.aat page 8.'
In McBride v. State, 838 S.W.2d 248 (Tex.Crim.App.
1992), the Court of Criminal Appeal implicitly recognized
that Ake extended to non-psychiatric evidence. McBride
cited & holding that a trial court erred in refusing a defew
dant's "Motion for the Appointment of an
I~~vestigator/Cheuiist"
to assist in the defense of a drug possession case. Although the Court's discussiou encompassed
the defendant's need for an expert to exel-cisethe defendant's
right to inspect a chemical substance pursuant to V.A.C.C.P.
39.14, the citation to & strongly suggests that the court also
decided the distinct question of whether & applies to uoapsychiatric expert. The most logical interpretation of the case
is (1) & applies to uon-psychiatric experts; and, (2) a defendant can make his threshold showing of need by establishiug
that he cannot exercise his statutory right to iuspect such crucial evidence without such an expert.
Tlie Texas Court of Crinunal Appeals has uever addressed
flus specific issue; several iutem~ediatecourts have done
The vast majority of courts in other jurisdictions that have
addressed the issue have as a general proposition also extended & to uon-psychiatric experts, including forensic patholog i s t ~ .A~ number of conmentators have reached the same
conclusion." These cases and associated commentary supports the Court of Criminal Appeals' implicit holdiug in
McBvide that & applies to any kind of expert whose assistance is necessary for an effective defense.

II. THE THRESHOLD REQUIREMENT
A. DeFreete, Williums ond the "signifitant fattor"
T h e Court of Criminal Appeals reviewed & in
DeFreece v. State, 848 S.W.2d 150 (Tex.Crim.App. 1993).
DeFreece was charged with murder, claiming that voices
he "couldn't overcome...commanded him to kill, kill" aud
forced him to repeatedly stab and kill his wife. The defendant was found iucompetent and sent to Vernon's State
Hospital where, not surprisingly, he regained his competency thmugh medication, another example of competency
through chemistry. The defendant gave notice of his iuteut
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to present an insanity defense and requested a competent
psychiatrist who:
would be a member of the defense team, would be
available for helping preparation of the case, preparation for cross examination, deciding which tests
were needed, range and form, that sort of thing, as
well as being present during the trial to help the
defendant.
848 S.W.2d at 151.
l
denied the request and the defendant was
The t ~ i acourt
forced to go to trial without an expert to assist in preparing for
the state's expel t and in presenting present his evidence to the
jury. The Court of Crimind Appeals reversed the conviction
because of the fact that "insanity would be a significant fact01
at trial ...." 848 S.W.2d at 160, f.n. 7.
The Fifth Circuit reached a similar result in Williams v.
Cdk&, 989 F.2d 841 (5th Cir. 1993). a post conviction writ
of habeas corpus pulsuant to 18 U.S.C. 2254. Williams challenged Iiis conviction on the basis that the trial court's denial
of his request for psychiat~icassistance was violative of &.
Like the Court of Criminal Appeals, the Fifth Chcuit found
that it was incumbeut upon the accused to show that insanity
would be a significant factor in the case.
Few cases revolve around insanity defenses. In the vast
majority of cases, defendants do not have niental health issues
which require expert assistance. Rather, defense counsel in
the homicide case needs an expert to deal with other forensic
evidence such as pathology, ballistics, and the lie. In light of
the fact that many of the cases discussed concern with mental
health evidence, how does defense counsel go about showing
what is a significant factor or what is necessaly for the
defense? The term "significant factor" does not provide
much guidance so it may be better to look at lequests under
Ake to be based on the notion of what services are "reasonably
necessa~y." This is the requirement found in the Criminal
Justice Act [I8 U.S.C. 3006A(e)l, the federal statute which
provides for the payment of experts and the like for appointed
counsel. It can be argued that reasonably necessary is that
which is ~equiredto prevent the party from being subjected to
a disadvantage in pieparing or presenting his case adequately
in conlparison with the one who could afford to pay for the
preparation which the case reasonably requires. The Fifth
Circuit in Williams, m,speaks of presenting a "reasonable
probability both that the requested expert would be of assistance in the defense and that the denial of such assistance
would result in an unfair t~ial."I&, 989 F.2d at 846.

B.

Exomples of "signiflunt fncton"
Although there are many cases which were not reversed
when a trial court denied money for certaie experts, there are
a number of appellate opinions from a~oundthe nation finding
that state funding for defense experts to he constitutionally
mandated because defense counsel showed that the issue
would be a significant factor. These experts were found to be
of assistance in the defense and the denial of such assistance
would lender the trial unfair. It is up to tlial counsel to show
the court what a significant factor is and present adequate
proof. As will he discussed below, this is the recurring problem with A h txquests.
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1. Blood: Bowens v. Eyman, 324 FSupp. 339 (D.Ariz.
1970).
2. Cardioloa: Peoole v. Gunnerson, 141 CaLRptr. 488
(CaLApp. 1977) [In murder case, e m r for the Rial cou~tto
deny money for a ca1x3iologist to prove that the victim's death
was due to a heart attack which oceumed simultaneously with
the robhay, but not as a cause of it].
n
506
,
A.2d
3. ConfessiondMirandaissues: I
329 [N.H. 1986) [defendant found to be entitled to psychiatrist to show that defendant could not comp~ahendwarnings
involuntary]; Peoole v.
thereby rendering his co~~fession
Mencher, 248 N.Y.S.2d 805 (N.Y. Sup.Ct. 1964) [defendant
found to entitled to expert on drugs when the defendant gave
a confession a few hours after he had taken drugs].
4. Dental: In Thomton v. State, 339 S.E.2d 241 (Ga. 1986)
[defendant was entitled to money to hire a court qpointed
forensic dental expett].
5. Drue analvsis: identity of substance: Patterson v.
&&,232 S.E.2d 233 (Ga. 1977).
6. Drues/Intoxication: influence on body and mind: State
412 N.W.2d 589 (Iowa 1987) [defendant raising an
intoxication defense entitled to monies for expert]; Moota v.
809 F.2d 702, 711 (11th Cir.) cell. denied, 107 S.Ct.
2192 (1987) [Ake applied to intoxication expert].
7. Electroence~haloeraphyIEEGI: United States v.
Hartsfield, 513 F.2d 254 (9th Cir. 1975).
724
S
F.2dt1a
128 tes
8. Fingerprints: United
(5th Cir. 1984); State v. Bridges, 385 S.E.2d 337 (N.C.
1989); State v. Moore, 321 N.C. 327,364 S.E.2d 648 (1988).
41 1 N.E.2d 483
9. Fmanns: , (Mass.Ct.App. 1980) [appointment of ballistic expert required
because it is an area of varying expelt opinion and was critical
to the defendant's case].
10. Kyonosis: Little v. Armonfrout. 835 F.2d 1240 (8th
Cir. 1987)(en banc) [defendant entitled to expelt assistance in
combating hypnotically enhanced testimony].
11. Jurv selection: Coinnevskv v. State, 204 CaLRptt. 165
(Cal. 1984) [defendant entitled to monies for jury selection
expert in capital murder prosecution].
12. Neuroloeist: People v. Dumont, 294 N.W.2d 243
(Mich.Ct.App. 1980); State v. Carmouche, 522 So.2d 159
(La. 1988), clarifying, 527 So.2d 307 (La. 1988) [Ake
applied to neurologist as well as serology and fingerprint
examination].
13. Patholoeist: Williams v. Martin, 618 F.2d 1021 (4th
Cir. 1980) [defendant entitled to pathologist where there
was a substantial question of the cause of death of victim
in murder prosecution]; T e r ~ vv. Rees, 985 F.2d 283 (6th
Cir. 1993).
14. Questioned documents: United States v. Fogarty, 558
F.Supp. 856 (E.D. Tenn. 1982); Peoole v. Mencher, 248
N.Y.S.2d 805 (N.Y. Sup.Ct. 1964); People v. Watson, 36
I11.2d 228,221 N.E.2d 465 (1966).
15. Seroloeist: Bowens v. Emian, 324 F.Supp. 339
(D.Aliz. 1970) [expert required to inspect semen removed
from vaginal tract of rape victim.]
16. Statistics and Demoerauhy: State v. Anam, 438 A.2d
892 (Me. 198 [)[defendant entitled to money for demog~apher
and statistical expelt to analyze composition of gland jury in
anticipation of challenge].

m,
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C. The prospects for expert testimony are unlimited
The test for the admissibility of scientific evidence was
altered by the United States Supreme Court's decision in
Daubeit v. Merrill Dow Pha~maceuticals,-US-,
113 S.Ct.
2786 (1993) where the court mled that the Pedeial Rules of
Evidence had displaced the
test. The &test required
the proponent of a novel technique to establish its general
acceptance in the scientific community. Although some have
criticized the replacement of the &standard, the adoption
of the Daubert standard can result in the admissibility of
unique scientific evidence which can favor an accused by
allowing newer more innovative scientific tecbniques.
Creative lawyering under &&er~ can bring its own rewards6

experts" or the state's experts. This is exactly what the trial
court attempted to do in DeFreece. After DeFreece was examined for competency and sanity pursuant to Articles 46.02 and
46.03 V.A.C.C.P., his couusel requested independent psychiatric assistance. The trial court repeatedly assured ~ouuselthat
the doctor who conducted the competency examination would
be lnade available for an interview prior to cross examination.
Counsel objected for the obvious leasons: he,
...did not believe the ability to speak to this one
doctor solves the problem because number one,
she's already on record supporting the State's p s i tion and number two, she will give 110 assistance in
how to cross examine her.

In place of & place, the Court substituted what is commonly called a reliability test. The test is derived from
Fed.R.Evid. 702 which uses the terms "scientific" and
"knowledge."
In order to qualify as "scientific knowledge," an
inference or assertion must be derived by the scientific method. Proposed testimony nus st be supported by appropriate validation-i.e., "good grounds,"
based on what is known. In short, the requirement
that an expert's testimony pertain to scientific
knowledge establishes a standard of evidentiary
reliability.

848 S.W.2d at 152.
Texas case law before DeFreece approved of the notion that
disiuterested expert witnesses such as those appointed for
competency examinations under 46.03 V.A.C.C.P. complied
with Ake. Gmnviel v. State, 552 S.W.2d 107 (Tex.Crim.App.
1976); Gimviel v. Lynaugh, 881 F.2d 185 (5th Cir. 1989),
cert. denied, 495 U.S. 963 (1990). However, one neutral witness does not ensure proper adversarial functioning.
Obviously, the essential benefit of having an expert in the first
place is denied if the services of the expert must be shared
with the prosecution. As the Court noted in DeFreece:

*

113 U.S. ot 2793.
Under Dnubeit, the district cou~
t must perform a "gatekeeping function"under Fed.R.Evid. 104(a) by considering a number of factors to determine if "the reasoning or methodology
underlying the testimony is scientifically valid and of whether
that reasoning or methodology properly can be applied to the
facts in issue." The trial court shonld consider several factors
hnitestimony. The
in dealing with the admissibility of expert
Supreme Cou~twas careful to note that the following list is
not exhaustive and that the Rule 702 standard is a "flexible
one." The facto~sare:
1. Whether the scientific theory or tec que can be and
has been tested. The Supreme Court placed great emphasis
on empirical testing.
2 Whether a theory or technique has been subjected to
peer review and publication is relevant but not dispositive.
The use of peer review is aimed at discovering
- flaws in the
methodology.
3. Whether the theo~yor technique has a "known or potential late of error."
4. Whether there are standards for controlling the existence
and maintenance of the technique's opeiation.
5. Whether there is general acceptance of the scientific evidence within the ~elevantscientific community.
Other courts have suggested additional factors? However,
the point to be remembered under
is that the relaxed
standard of admissibility can be used to inaoduce new innovative techniques or areas of expelt testimony which might not
have met the arguably more rigid
standatd.
D. Neutral experts don't cut the mustard
Typically trial courts believe that your expelt assistance
needs are satisfied by allowing your access to the "court's

In the adversarial system, due process requi~esat
least a leasonably level playing field. In the present
context that means more than just an examination by
a "neutral" psychiatlist. It also means the appointment of a psychiatrist to provide technical assistance
to the accused, to help evaluate the strength of his
defense, to offer his own expert diagnosis at trial if
it is favorable to the defense, and to identify weaknesses in the state's case, if any, by testifying himself andlor preparing counsel to cmss examine
opposing expects. We recognize that a psychiatrist
of his choice, or even to one who believes that the
accused was insane at the time of the offense. But
even a psychiatrist who ultimately believes that the
accused was sane can prove invaluable by pointing
out contray indicators and exposing flaws in the
diagnoses of the state's witnesses.

848 S.W.2d at 159.
Accord, Smith v. McCormack, 914 F.2d 155, 1157 (9th Cir.
1990) [revelsing death sentence because court merely ptovided defendant with neutral psychiatrist]; Cowley v. Stricklin,
929 F.2d 640 (I lth Cir. 1991) [reversing conviction because
defendant provided defendant with neutral psychiatrist; "k
holds that psychiatric assistance must be made available for
the defense"]; Knott v. Mabty, 671 F.2d 1208 (8th Cir.
1982), cert. denied, 459 U.S. 851 (1982) ["[wlhere there is a
substantial contradiction in a given area of expertise, it may
be vital in affolding effective representation to a defendaut in
a criminal case for counsel to elicit expert testimony rebutting
the State's expert testimony."]
As a txsult, if the trial cou~tattempts to slough this off as
compliance with &, trial counsel must be sure to object and
point out that & iequires an independent expert for three

@
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pu~poses: (1) the expert can aid the defendant in determining
whether a particular defense is warranted by the facts and the
defendant's circumstances; (2) the expert can coherently present to the jury his or her observations; (3) the expert can
assist in prepa~ingthe cross examination of experts retained
by the state.

Ill. DEMONSTRATING NEED BEFORE OBTAINING
THE FUNDS
In seeking money under &e, counsel must do more than
provide a fonn or hare bones motion claiming that a certain
factor will be significant in the trial of the case. To satisfy
Ake and its progeny, each motion that is filed must be tailold
to fit the facts of the case, the specific expert and the need for
the expert. The motion should include the following: (1) a
showing that the assistance is to prepare or to present a significant factor at guilt innocence or in mitigation of punishment.
In this respect counsel must undertake investigation into the
facts of the case as well as the scientific area in which assistance is sought so as to show the court the relationship
between the two. (2) The qualifications of the expert and the
potential costs of such expert assistance. (3) If possible, the
court should have reviewed available information such as a
preliminary report to show how such information presents the
specific need for an expert in a case.
The Fifth Circuit in Williams adopted the test use by the
Eleventh Ci~mitin Moore v. Kemp, m:
& and Caldwell taken together hold that a defendant must demonstrate more than a mere possibility
of assistance from a requested expert; due process
does not require the Government automatically to
provide indigent defendants with expert assistance on
demand. Rather, a fair reading of these precedents is
that a defendant must show the trial court that there
exists a substantial probability both that an expert
would be of assistance to the defense and that the
denial would result in a fundamentally unfair trial.
Thus if a defendant wants an expelt to assist his attorney in confronting the prosecutions proof-hy
preparing counsel to cross-examine the expert or by
providing rebuttal testimony-his must inform the
court of the nature of the prosection's case and how
the requested expert would he useful. At the very
least, he must inform the trial court of the nahue of
the crime and the evidence linking to the crime. By
the same token, if the defendant desires the appointment of an expert so that he can present an af'iiumative defense such as insanity, he must demonstrate a
substantial basic for the defense as the defendant did
in &. In each instance, the defendant's showing
must also include a specific desciiption of the expert
or experts desired; without this basis information, the
court would be unable to know what type of expert
was needed. In addition, the defendant should inform
the court why this particular expelt is necessary. We
recognize that defense counsel may be unfamiliar
with the specific scientific area in question and to
provide the court with as much information as possible concerning the usefulness of the requested expert
to the defendant's case.
VOICE VOLUME23 NUMBERiO DECEM8ER94

809 F.2d at 712 idtations omitted).
Easier said than done especially on an appointed case? Not
at all. Assuming that trial counsel has intemiewed the client
and do some real investigation beyond reading the state's file,
here are some ideas:
1. Interview the client's family, friends, teachers, exemployers, former co-workers and the like to get a better picture of the defendant. Helshe may have a mental health ploblem which is not readily apparent to yon.
2. Obtain the client's birth records, medical records, school
records, military records, employment ~ecordsand the like.
In addition to be possible mitigation at punishment, it can provide counsel with other leads as to mental health problems.
3. Determine if there is an issue of expe~tisesubject to dispute such as pathology, blood splatter evidence, DNA testing,
ballistics, etc.
4. Demonstrate the value of the expert:
a. Contact the expert before requesting funds from
court. If possible pay a small retainer to get a preliminary examination. Perhaps the defendant's family help in the payment of this cost.
b. Prepare an affidavit concerning the expert setting
forth the name, costs, specific purpose and value of
the expert. Be sure to show the court that the rate
quoted is a reasonable fee. This may he shown with
affidavits from other experts in the field or by counsel's own affidavit attesting to the costs of other similarly situated experts. The court may try to get trial
counsel to accept an expert with less expwience than
the state's witness. Trial counsel must show the
cou~tthat the defendant is entitled to experts nt least
as qualified as those used by the prosecutor. Trial
counsel must be prepared to present a comparison
between the experience of the proposed expert as
well as the state's expert.
c. Prepare am affidavit explaining that the expelt is
needed to substantiate defendant's or defense witness' ve~sionof events.
d. Prepare an affidavit explaining that expert needed to
assist in the preparation of cross-examination of an
esoteric topic such as blood splatter evidence, DNA
ic
etc.
evidence, f o ~ ~ n sodontology,
e. Submit an affidavit prepared by another expelt stating that the selvices of the expert sought we needed.
5. Sample copies of motions are appended to this article.
These motions should be the stating point for your request to
the judge. Do not let them give you a lessel expert; do not let
than slough off the neutral experts. Counsel might not have
much a choice in the matter; he sure that if this happens or if
the court limits expenditure counsel still objects citing both
state and federal constitutional grounds.

IV. THE HEARING

ex

Ake exp~esslypiovides for
hearings where defense
counsel is allowed to present the claim to the cou~tS?UXI@
without the prosecution plesent. Because many judges'
knowledge of
proceedings are only those held on a
regular basis with the prosecutor, many judges are ieluctant to
hearing. Counsel must be pregive an accused au
p a d to point out that the state was not required to reveal their
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work product to the accused; there is no need for accused to
"whether cross-racial identification is more inclined to be
reciprocate. Equal protection guarantees require that appointmistaken is not a significant factor within the context of
ed counsel not be forced to ~evealto the prosecution their
Ake. Id., at 267-68. Notably, the Court did not hold as a
thoughts, reasoning, aud strategy as to expert assistance.
general rule that non-psychiatric expelts are beyond the
This hearing is essential because case law interpreting Art.
In a later case, the Dallas Court of Appeals
ambit of&.
26.05 V.A.C.C.P. the statutoiy basis for funding for expelt
held that &is limited to an insanity defense which was
assistance, requires that in order to preserve the issue for
not raised at the district court. Moore v. State, 802
S.W.2d 367, 371 (Tex.App.-Dallas 1990) pet ief'd. The
appeal the defendant must show some specific need far the
Amarillo Court of Appeals reached the same conclusion
funds and in what manner the defendant will be harmed if the
funds are not provided. S t a t e v . , 701 S.W.2d 875
without discussion in Wunnebareer v. State, 844 S.W.2d
(Tex.Crirn.App. 1987). Under Ventula v. State, 801 S.W.2d
864, 869 (Tex.App,-Amarillo, 1992), pet. ref d.
225 (Tex.App.4an Antonio, 1990), a fomal bill of excep- 3. b,a,
Little v. Armontrout, 835 F.2d 1240 (8th Cir.
tion is not ~equired;rather there should be some offer of proof
1987)(en bano); Tenv v. Rees, 985 F.2d 283, 284-85 (6th
in the form of precise statement.
Cir. 1993) (applying Ake aualysk to defendant's request for
Be sure that thehealing is recorded for future tranpathologist); Yohev v. Collins, 985 P.2d 222,227 (5th Cir.
scription, sealed, preserved and made a part of the record for
1993);
S02d -, 1993 Ala.Ciim.App.
purposes of appeal. Obviously, the sealing of the recold p ~ o LEXIS 1091 (Ala.Crim.App. Sept. 10, 1993) ("Based on the
tects the confidentiality of the proceeding.
case law discussed above, we conclude that & extends
beyond a request for psychiatric assistance to require the
VI. CONCLUSION
state to p~ovide[an] indigent defendant with other types of
assistance upon a sufficient showing."); State v. Ropers,
In representing the poor and downtrodden defense counsel
are, at a distinct disadvantage to the state. Defendants are not
836 P.2d 1308, 1315 (Ore. 1992); State v. Edwa~ds,
blessed with the same investigative resources or the resources
S.W.2d
(Tenn.Crirn.App. LEXIS 228 at "40)
available for experts, The juiy comes in ready at best to play
(Tenn.Crirn.App. March 25, 1993); ("....
is not limited
only lip service to constitutional safeguards. Despite what the
to psychiatrists but extends to other experts...."); B ~ L .
media and the politicians say about the accused having all of
&&, 819P.2d 1372,1376 (0kla.Ciim.App. 1991); &&L
the rights, the playing field really is uneven. This a~ticlewas
581 N.E 2d 592,595 (Ohio App. 1989); Hnnsen v.
designed to present one way to make the field a little more
State, 592 So.2d 114, I25 (Miss. 1991); State v. Johnson,
ethically
even-to give the accused the defense which we
553 So.2d 865, 857 (La.App. 1988); Careill v. State, 340
and morally obligated to provide.
S.E.2d 891,905 (GA. 1986).
4.
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Criminal Cases," The Chamoion, August, 1994.
Appeal addressing the question of whether Ake applies to
non-psychiatric experts. In Dewherrv v. State, 743
ObviousIy, -can
also pose problerns for the defendaut in the area of scientific evidence. By relaxing the
S.W.2d 260 (Tex.App.-Dallas
1987), rev'd on other
traditional bar~iersto the admission of expert testimony,
776 S.W.2d 589 (Tex.Crim.App. 1991), the
will also encoulage plosecutois to be more innoCoulZ held that a defendant's rights were not violated with
the trial court refused to appoint an expett on cross racial
vative in their use of scientif~cevidence as well. For
eyewitness identification. Id., at 267. The Cou~tlecogauother excellent discussion of the double edged natule of
see David S. Rudolf and Gordon Widenhouse's
nized the Supleme Cou~t'sdecisioti in &,yet distillarticle "Litigating the Admissibility of Expert
guished it from the issue in that case on the ground that
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Testimony," TheChamoion,
SeptemberIOctober,1994.
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
7. United States v. Downing, 753 F.2d 1224 (3rd Cir. 1985).
By affixing his signature to the foregoing instrument, David
Cunningham ce~tifiesthat a true and correct copy of the same
Editor's note; nvo sets of nzotions for imestigative has been hand delivered t o , Asst.D.A, on thrs d a y
and expert assistance are included. In the Payne of July 199,

case the issrte related to defe~~clunt's
nzerztal retnrdation. In the Con case the nrotio~rsrelate to "bnttered person syndrome."
(SAME CAPTION - EYxBB

No. 283989
STATE OFTEXAS
VS.
EDWARD PAYNE, JR.

* IN THE DISTRICT COURT
* OF HARRIS COUNTY, TEXAS

" 232ND JUDICIAL DISTRICT

MOTION FOR EX PARTE HEARING
[Ake v. Oklnhomo 105 S.Ct. 1087 (1985)l

TO THE COURT:

ORDER
On this date the Court heard the foregoing
- - Motion. After
cousidering same, the Court is of the opinion that the Motion
should be
GRANTED
DENIED
It is therefore o~deredthat the ex pa~teproceeding is set
, in the chambers of
for
the mesiding iudse of the 232nd Judicial District Court. It is
further ordered that the record and all pleadings associated
with that proceeding will be placed under seal under older of
this Court.
Signed t h i s d a y o f , 199%.
L

EDWARD PAYNE, JR., Defendant, moves this Court to
allow an ex pate heariug as required by Ake v. Oklahom, in
order to discuss issues relevant to investigative assistance,
expelt assistance in the area of mental health issues that the
Defendant wishes to introduce a t his trial. 111supporf,
Defendant would show as follows:
1. Defendant is charged by indictment with the offense of
capital murder.
2. Diuing the course of counsel's investigation of the facts in
this matter, counse1has discovered that the defendant has a history of mental health issues and has been diagnosed as being mentally ~etaded.In light of the special issues presented at trial,
defendant has mitigatingevidencein conformity with
3. Defendant does not wish to reveal the nature of the
defense to the state as such material is work product andprotected by the applicable p~ivilegesand statutes.
4. However, Defendant is indigent and without the funds
necessary to pment the defense.
5. Under Ake v. Oklahoma, the Defenda~tis allowed to
present these matters in an ex parte proceeding with the
Cotut. At that time, Defendant will present the Court with the
tequisite motion and supporting documentation dealing with
the claim for expcfi and investigative assistance funds.
Therefore, Defendant requests that the Cou~ttake the following action:
1. Set this matter for an ex pate ploceeding in which all
mattels are recorded in chambers by the official court repalter
of the court.
2. At such time, grant the Defendant's request for expert
and investigative assistance.
Respectfullysubmitted.

m.

David Cunningham
3610 Texas Commerce Tower
600 Travis St.
Houston, Texas 77002
713J229-9292
Bar No. 05234400
Attorney for Defendant
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JUDGE PRESIDING

(SAME CAPTION - EQTiE)

DEFENDANT'S EX PARTE MOTION FOR
EXPERT ASSISTANCE
IN INDIGENT CASE

TO THE COURT:
EDWARD PAYNE, JR., DEFENDANT, moves this Court
pmsuant to the Sixth, Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments to
the United States Constitution, Aticle 1, Sections 9, 10, 13,
and 19 of the Texas Constitution, and Article 26.05 of the
Texas Code of Criminal Procedure for funds to be used in
securing a mental health expert to assist the preparation of the
defense in this matter. In support hereof, Defendant would
show as follows:
1. Defendant is an indigent charged with capital murder.
He is rep~esentedby appointed counsel.
2. To plepare adequately for trial and a possible sentencing
heahg, Defendant needs the services of an independent mental health expelt in the aleas of (a) mental retardation and (b)
the effect of the consumption of narcotics on borderline mental states. The Defendant being indigent cannot afford to pay
for expelts pending reimbursement fiom the county.
3. The Defendant's mental condition will be a significant
factor in both phases of the trial he'ein. The defendant has
been diagnosed as being mentally retalded and suffering from
extensive learning disabilities. The defendant has been diagnosed as having an IQ of 77 which has been characterized as
borderline lnentally retarded. While a youth, the defendant
was a special education student and has been in special education classes for the disabled. This evidence was introduced at
VOLUME 23 NUMBER 10 DECEMBER 94 VOICE

the defendant's first trial and is present in the trial transcript,
Defendant asks the court to take judicial notice of such information. The defendant's IQ score pIaces him in a category of
subjects who lack sufficient intelligence to comprehend
Miranda warnings unless they are explained in a paiustakingly slow manner in a stress free environment.
4. Because of the defendant's mental retardation, his mental condition will substantially affect every stage of the proceeding, to wit:
(a) the attitudes of the prospective jurors who are biased
against mentally retarded persons and believe that they are
dangerous;
(b) his capacity to understand the Mitanda warnings that
were allegedly given to him before he made the confession
that the defendant has moved to suppress;
(c) his competency to stand trial;
(d) his capacity to form the criminal intent that is an essential element of the offense;
(el his capacity to engage in deliberate conduct with the
reasonable expectation of causing death;
(0 his propensity to commit criminal acts of violence that
would pose a continuing threat to society;
(g) the jury's considerationof aspects of his character and
record that mitigate against the death penalty.
5. In addition, as shown during the fust trial ill this matter,
the defendant has an extensive history of d ~ u gabuse including
speed and angel dust. The effects of these drugs on the mentally retarded and someone deprived of sleep was discussed at
the first trial dnring the testimony of Dr. Duard Bok, a clinical
mental health professional. Defendant asks the court to take
judicial notice of the pleadings and records in fhe file. As
noted by Dr. Bok, the use of drugs by someone who is mentally retarded can result in a further reduction of IQ to a level
of 10-15 points less than their normal IQ. Such findings
impact upon the voluntariness of the defendant's confession
and his sanity at the time of the offense. Accordingly, the
defendant seeks the services of a mental health professional
who can give testimony concerning the effect of drug abuse
on the mentally retarded.
6. Neither defendant or counsel is suff~ientlyknowledge
able in psychiatry on psychology to determine and assess the
significance of the fact surrounding these issues of mental
retardation and the interplay with drug abuse. Assigned counsel has no experience or training in diagnosing any form of
mental illness, jnclnding mental retardation. Their expelience
and training in litigating issues related to the mental condition
of criminal defendants is extremely limited. Neither counsel
has represented an accused charged with capital murder
fhrough a trial. Counsel's expe~iencewith mentally retarded
defendants is limited at best. The findings of a proposed expert
will become afftxed hereto. Counsel is in a position to further
outline the relevancy and necessity of these expert witnesses to
the defense of this case in an ex parte hearing. Additionally, if
requested by the Court, counsel will make amngements for the
court to personally interview the proposed experts which
include Drs. Duard Bok, James W. Hayden (a psychophrumacologist), Wendell Dickerson, and James Maquardt.
7. The services of such experts are necessary to enable
defendant to prepare effectively for tlial, present evidence on
his own behalf and to cross examlne the state's witnesses.
VOICE VOLUME 23 NUM8ER 10 DECEMBER94

The evidence which is the subject of the expert assistance
goes to the Defendant's intent to commit the offense charged
and his capacity to engage in such conduct
8. If denied such assistance, Defendant will be dep~ivedof
evidence that would have a signitieantimpact on his motion to
suppress his confession, his ability to obtain a impartial jury,
his ability to demonstrate his competence to stand trial, his
ability to raise a insanity defense or negate the element of
intent, the resolution of all special issues, the considerations of
all mitigating circumstances or a plea for mercy, his ability to
explain or deny aggravating evidence, his ability to confront
witness against him, his eligibility for execution and counsel's
ability to provide effective representation. Such action by the
trial coua would deny the defendant due process of law, equal
protection of the laws, effective assistance of counsel, his right
to confront and cross examine, his right to present evidence in
her own behalf, his right to a fair trial in violation of the constitutional and statutoiy provisions aforecited.
9. Defendant counsel requires sufficient funds to hire a psychiatrist or psychologist who has specialized training and experience in workiug with mentally retarded defendants with a history of drug abuse. As a matter of due process, the defendant is
entitled to assistance from a competent psychiatrist who is
capable of performing the appropriate examination. Many
competent psychiatrists and psychologists lack the specialized
tmining that is requi~edto work with mentally retarded criminal
defendants. Thus access to an othet wise competent psychiatrjst
or psychologist will not satisfy the demands of due process
when an expert in mental retardation is xequired.
Accordingly, the Defendant requests that the Court take the
following action:
1. Grant the Defendant's Motion for Expert Assistance in
an amount of no less than $10,000.
2. Seal the record of this proceeding under the provisions
of Ake v. Oklahoma, 105 S.Ct. 1087 (1985).
Respectfully submitted,
David Cunningham
Attorney for Defendant

@!%ME
CAPTION - PAYNE)

EX PARTE MOTION FOR INVESTIGATIVE FEE IN
INDIGENT CASE
[Ake v. Oklahoma 105 SXt. 1087 (1985)l
TO THE COURT:
EDWARD PAYNE, JR., DEFENDANT, moves this court
for an order
allocating an initial payment of $2,000.00 for investigative
assistance in the above styled and numbered cause of action.
In support hereof, Defendant would show as follows:
1. Defendant is charged by indictment with the offense of
capital murder involving an incident in 1977. As the court
knows, the defendant was tried and received the death sen-
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tence which was ultimately reversed by the Texas Court of
Criminal Appeals. In his letrial, it has become necessary to
investigate matters that occurred almost fourteen years ago.
2. It has become necessary to locate and interview witnesses to the defendant's excessive drug abuse during the days
leading up to the incident. Other witnesses from the fist trial
who provided mitigating mental health evidence are also no1
available and assistance is needed in locating and interviewing such witnesses. Preliminary investigation by counsel has
i~evealedthat all such witnesses are beyond the reach of counsel's limited investigative means. In addition, in light of the
unique nature of the defendant's upbringing, it is necessnry to
do extensive investigation into impoverished background of
the defendant, his early mental and emotional history and his
educational and medical hackg~ound. This factor is complicated by the fact that the defendant lived several years of his
life in Louisiana and defendant must secure copies of relevant
medical, school and psychiatric records. It is also complicated that the defendant attended Baytown schools before
schools were segregated. As a result, many of the defendant's
school records are not readily available.
3. Defendant has served a number of years on death row.
His prison depo~tmentcan be a factor in the retrial of this case.
Accordingly, it is necessaly for counsel to secure all records
and locate and interview witnesses from the Texas Department
of Criminal Justice that may be relevant to this matter.
4. In addition, there are police agencies from Harris
County, Louisiang and Beaumont that were involved in this
investigation. Investigative assistance is needed in locating
certain records within thwe jurisdictions.
5. Counsel requests that the court approve as an initial payment the sum of $2,000.00. This sum is necessary to
take the investigative needs in the present case. Counsel does
not wish to intimate that this sum is sufficient to investigate
an offense of this magnitude.
6. The information that can be gathered concerning the
above cited factors will impact on each and every stage of the
defendant's trial, including but not limited to:
(a) the attitudes of the prospective jurors who are biased
against mentally retarded persons and believe that they are
dangerous;
(b) the attitudes of prospective jurors who believe that
abject poverty is not a mitigating factor to be considered;
(c) his capacity to nnderstand the Miranda warnings that
were allegedly given to him before he made the confession
that the defendant has moved to suppress;
(d) his competency to stand trial;
Ie) his capacity to form the criminal intent that is au essential element of the offense;
(0 his capacity to engage in deliberate conduct with the
reasonable expectation of causing death;
(h) his propensity to commit criminal acts of violence that
would pose a continuing threat to society;
(i) the ju~y'sconsideration of aspects of his character and
record that mitigate against the death peualty.
7. The services of such an investigator are necessaly to
enable defendant to prepare effectively for trial, present evidence on his own behalf and to cross examine the state's witnesses. The evidence which is the subject of the expert assistance goes to the Defendant's intent to commit the offense
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charged and his capacity to engage in such conduct
8. If denied such assistance, Defendant will be deprlved of
evidence that would have a significant impact on his motion
to suppress his confession, his ability to obtain a impartial
jury, his ability to demonstrate his competence to stand trial,
his ability to raise a insanity defense or negate the element of
intent, the resolution of all special issues, the considerations
of all mitigating circumstances or aplea for mercy, his ability
to explain or deny aggravating evidence, his ability to confront witness against him, his eligibility for execution and
counsel's ability to provide effective ~epresentation.
8. To deny the investigator would violate the following
provisions:
a. Equal protection under the law! Fifth and Fourteenth
Amendments to the United States Constitution; Article One
Section 19 of the Texas Constitution and Alt. 1.04 of the
Texas Code of Criminal Procedure.
h. Fair Trial and effective assistance of counsel: Sixth and
Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution;
Article I, Sections 10 and 15 of the Texas Constitution; and
Article 1.05 and 36.29 of the Texas Code of Criminal
Procedure.
c. Due Process of Law: F~fthand Fouiteenth Amendments
to the United States Constitution; Article 1, Sections 10 and
15 of the Texas Constitution; and Articles 1.04, 1.05 and
36.29 of the Texas Code of Criminal Procedure.
d. Proscription against cruel and unusual punishment:
Eighth and Foulteenth Amendments to the United States
Constitution; Article I, Section 13 of the Texas Constitution.
Therefore, Defendant requests that the Court allocate
$2,000.00 as a initial payment for investigative assistance in
an indigent cause.
Accordingly, the Defendant requests that the Court take the
following action:
I. Grant the Defendant's Motion for Expert Assistance in
the preliminary amount of $2000.00 with the express onderstanding that the amount constitutes an initial payment and
that the defendant will need investigative sums far in excess
of $2000.00.
2 Seal the record of this proceeding under the provisions of
Ake v. Oklahoma, 105 S.Ct. 1087 (1985).
Respectfullysubmitted,

David Cunningham
Attorney for Defendant

(SAME CAPTION - EllTE)

ORDER
On this date, the Court considered the foregoing Motion.
After considering the same, the Court is of the opinion that
the Motion should be
GRANTED
DENIED

@
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It is ORDERED that the amount of
be allocated for initial payment for such investigative assistance.
Signed this d a y of
, .
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It is therefore orde~edthat the ex parte proceeding is set
, in the chambers of
for
the presiding judge of the 232nd Judicial District Court. It is
further ordered that the record and all pleadings associated
with that proceeding will be placed under seal under order of
this Court.
Signed t h i s d a y of March, 199L

No. 540127
STATE OF TEXAS
LINDA RAE COX

. .

*
*
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT
OF HARRIS COUNTY, TEXAS
232ND JUDICIAL DISTRICT

JUDGE PRESIDING

MOTION FOR EX PARTE HEARING
y\ke v. Oklohoma 105 S.Ct. 1087 (198511

(SAME CAPTION -

TO THE COURT:
Linda Rae Cox, Defendant, moves this Court to allow an ex
parte hewing as required by pke v. Oklahoma, in order to discuss issues relevant to mental health testimony that the
Defendant wishes to introduce at her trial. I n support,
Defendant would show as follows:
1. Defendant is charged by indictment with the offense of
conspiracy to commit capital murder.
2. During the course of counsel's investigation of the facts
in this matter, it appears that the defendant has a defense
available based on her mental condition at the time.
3. Defendant does not wish to reveal the nature of the
defense to the state as such material is work product and protected by the applicable privileges and statufes.
4. However, Defendant is indigent and without the funds
necessary to present the defense.
5. Under Ake v. Oklahoma, the Defendant is allowed to
present these matters in an ex parte proceeding with the
Court. At that time, Defendant will present the Coutt with the
requisite motion and supporting documentation dealing with
the claim for expert assistance funds.
Therefole, Defendant requests that the Court take the following action:
1. Set this matter for an ex paite proceeding in which all
mattem are recorded in chamhem by the official cou~treporter
of the court.
2. At such time, grant the Defendant's request for expert
assistance.
Respectfully submitted,
David Cunningham
Attomey for Defendant

(SAME CAPTION - COX)

ORDER
On this date the Cou~thead the foregoing Motion. Afterconside~ingsane, the Colut is of theopinion that the Motion should be
GRANTED
DENIED
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DEFENDANT'S EX PARTE MOTION
FOR EXPERT ASSISTANCE
IN INDIGENT CASE

TO THE COURT:
LINDA RAE COX, DEFENDANT, moves this Court pursuant to the Fifth, Sixth, Eighth and Pornteenth Amendments
to theunited States Constitution, Article 1, Sections 9, 10, 13,
and 19 of the Texas Constitution, and Article 26.05 of the
Texas Code of Criminal Procedure for funds to be used in
securing a mental healtb expert to assist the prepa~ationof the
defense in this matter. In suppol t hereof, Defendant would
show as follows:
1. Defendant is an indigent chwged with conspiracy to conmit capital murder. She is represented by appointed counsel.
2. To prepate adequately for trial and a possible sentencing
hearing, Defendant needs the services of an independent mental health expert in the area of battered spouses. The
Defendant being indigent cannot afford to pay for experts
pending reimbursement from the county.
3. The Defendant's mental condition will be a significant
factor in both phases of the trial herein. The defendant apparently suffers from a condition seen in b a t t e d spouses which
due to intense forceful psychologi~aland physical abuse from
her husband is coerced to do something without concern for
her rights. In this case, ~tis the defendant's position that she
was forced into going with her husband to meet an undercover police officer to discuss a murder for hire. Defendant submits that she had no other choice but to go due to her husband's abuse and thedesi~eto avoid further abuse.
4. Defendant 11% been examined by .-D
.r
aWgnized expelt in the a l a of battered spouses. Dr. curriculum
vitae is affixed he~etoas Exhibit A. Such exhibit outlines her
education background, clinical background, and w o ~ kexperience. It is wo~thwhileto note that Dr. has been acceptedas an
expert in several othw hials and in fact works with the Hanis
County District Attorney's Office and the Houstou Police
DepiuZment in connection with crimes iuvolving family violence.
5. D r . ' s preliminary repo~tis affixed hereto as Exhibit
B. That report reflects that the defendaut is the prototypical
battered spouse aud has acted in a way in order to please her
husband to avoid additional physical and psychological abuse.

@

6. Such evidence is relevant to the instant case because the
existence of battered spouse evidence will assist the jury in
understanding the reason why the defendant was present during this conversation and appear to assist her husband in his
plan to violate the law.
7. D r . ' s fees are as follows: She anticipates that the
total fee for her assistance in preparing for trial as well as testifying as a witness at trial will be
..
8. Neither defendant or counsel is sufficiently knowledgeabfe in psychiatry on psychology to determine and assess the
significance of the facts surrounding this issue. Counsel is in
a position to further outline the lelevancy and necessity of
these expert witnesses to the defense of this case in an ex
parte hearing. Additionally, if requested by the Court, counsel will m k e arrangements for the court to personally interview the experts.
9. The services of such an expert are necessary to enable
defendant to plepare effectively for trial, present evidence on
her own behalf and to cross examine the state's witnesses.
The evidence which is the subject of the expert assistance
goes to the Defendant's intent to commit the offense charged
and her capacity to engage in such conduct.

10. If denied such assistance, Defendant will he
deprived of due process of law, equal protection of the
laws, effective assistance of counsel, her right to confront
and cross examine, her right to present evidence in her
own behalf, her right to a fair trial in violation of the constitutional and statutory provisions aforecited.
Accordingly, the Defendant requests that the Court take
the following action:
A. Grant the Defendant's Motion for Expert Assistance.
B. Seal the recold of this proceeding under the provisions
of Ake v. Oklahoma, 105 S.Ct. 1087 (1985).

Respectfully submitted,

David Cunningham
Attorney for Defendant

(INCLUDE SAME ORDER AS IN PAYNE,SUPRA.)
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S t NUECES

I

1. The (putt of Appeols erred in holding tho1 the petilianeh triol obiec~ionfoiled to pre
serve hb poinl of error or appdlole review becoure il did not reporole ihe admissible portion of o OW1videotope from theinodmissihlepflion?

The Dolls (our1 of Appeok erred in foiling lo grant L e oppellont o fotluol review of he

BURGLARY OF A
BUILDING

evidence in conflitl with Slane v. Stole, 823 S I Z d 375 (1EX.APP.--Auslin 1992, Pet.
RePd, Unttmely filed), to determine whether ihe evidence rmrfalluollvsufficient to smtoin the oppellonfs conviction for burglmy of o building where lhe oppellont offered o
reownoble oltanotive hypotherir andsought o new rial rather thon on otquiflol.

CAPITALMURDER Doer the rule 504lll(d)(21 exceplion, trims ogoin$~o minor child, lothe mo!ital m
u
nimliow privilege unda rule 504 [ll[bl opply in any tore involving any minor rhild,with
OUI regord to whether thot child is ~hechild.of either spouse?'

INNER I
BURGLARY OF
HABITATION

INDECENCY W/
ICH1lD

I

The Caufl of Appeok erred in holdmg lhot themilten rtotemenlr of petitioner's co-defen
dontr wereorooalv odmined bvthe trial court.

I. Did ihe Court of Appeok err i n holding !hot the stole &oppeol the trio1 tourt's dirmissal of the indiclment when the friol court locked iurisdiction to dismiss the indiclmenl
ond orfed on the tore ofierwords?
Slote'sl-7 & SPA3 182 - M e n reviewing court is deciding evidentioiy sufficienry, moy it
opply oppdlole definiiian of 'on or oboul" if iwy hor not been so inslructed, nnd wos evidencesoHiumt to prove o f f e w occurrednon or about"dote ollened?

I. Wori~error to hold that no odmonirhment of ihe consequencer of deferredad;udicolion
orobolionwor oiven to defendort bv lhe triol court?lee orlirle 42.12 6 41Al.
. .,V.A.(.C P.

i. war oppellok p h rendered i n h n t o i y due to the trial court3 foilure to givehim the

Art. 42.12 § 5lAl odmankhment?
3. If foilure to odmonkh or required by Art. 42.12 8 5lA) is arror, u w i d error rubiec~la o
harm mdyis?
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Protecting
Your Right to
Voir Dire
-

And Recognizing
a Juror's Right to Privacy
INTRODUCTION

D

ianna Brandborg, a
Denton County citizen and prospective juror
was recently held in contempt of court for
answering "not applicable" to certain questions
on a juror questionnaire.
Brandborg was a part of
a capital murder venire.
The questionnaire was
completed before she
underwent individual
voir dire. Brandborg
answered to "not applicable" to the following
questions:
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What was your combined family income last year?
Religious pleference (please name denomination and specific church you
attend).
With which political party are you primarily associated?
Do you consider yourself a liberal, a conservative or a moderate?
What television shows do you watch ~egularly?
Which magazines and newspapers do you suhsciibe to or read regula~ly?
What type of vehicle(s) do you hive?
To what clubs, unions, societies, fraternal or political organizations, professional associations or other organizations do you belong, and what
offices held?
If you do volunteer work, please indicate the organizations and your
involvement.

10. What reading material do you routinely read?
11. Are you ~ecentlyunder the care of a physician or taking medication?
12. Have yon or any member of your family been a member of the National
Rifle Association or any local gun, pistol or hunting club?
Brandhorg answered approximately 85 other questions on he1 juror questionnaire.
During individual voir diie, when told that she had to answer the above questions,
Brandborg stated that she felt the answers wele private, and asked if someone could
explain the relevance of the questions. B~andborgwas told that the questions weie
not necessarily relevant to a pa~ticularcase, but they told the lawyers something
about her financial status and the type of person that she was. Brandborg stated that
she did not understand why the lawyers needed to know the answers to these types of
questions when she bad answeied the other 85 questions.
Brandborg was excused from the coultroom while the lawyers and judge discussed
what to do. The lawyets for both sides indicated to the trial judge that in all probability B~andborgwould be excused fiom jury service. However, all agreed that the
ploper thing to do was hold her in contempt of court. Brandborg was held in contempt and sentenced to serve 3 days in jail, and fined $200.00.'

WE REPRESENT THE JURORS

tion was related to an issue to be decided by the jury.'
A "necessary question," then, is one that relates to the
Our job is to defend and protect the constitutional rights of facts or issues. In the Brandborg case, the questions
the citizen. Jurors, like our clients, are citizens. Jurors have that Brandborg answered "not applicable" were not
rights and it is our job to defend them. In Texas, the citizen related to the facts or the issues. Because Brandborg
accused enjoys rights in the voir dire process not recognized asserted her rights under the First Amendment and the
in many other states and in the federal system. We are right to privacy, a balancing test should have been conallowed wide discretion in conducting voir dire. The lawyer, ducted by the trial court. That is, the trial court, as i n
not the judge, conducts voir dire and interacts with the jurors. any other situation where the government attempts to
In order to preserve this privilege, we must recognize that seek information that i s constitutionally protected,
jurors have rights. In this next legislative session, expect to should have weighed the litigants need to know the
see legislation that deals with juror's I-ights. A juror's right to answers with B r a n d b o r g ' s r i g h t s under the First
piivacy should be recognized. Legislation curtailing the right Amendment and the right to privacy.=
of the accused to ask questions should not.
Because the qnestions were not related to an issue to be
The issne in the Brandborg case is simple: Should a juror be decided by the jury, Brandborg's rights under the First
forced to answer a question that is protected by the First Amendment and the right to privacy should have prevailed.
Amendment or the right to p~ivacy,in the absence of a showing The more difficult issue is the scenario where the question is
of relevancy or need? The Brandborg case has nothing to do related to an issue to be decided by the jury and the juror
with cintailiog the tights of the citizen accused to ask questions. invokes a constitntional protection. In this situation, the
Attomey and jury consultant Robert Hischho~nis assisting same balancing test must be conducted, but weighing the
in the Brandborg case. Hirschhom was provided Brandhorg's rights of the litigants and the rights of the ji~rorbecomes
juror questionnaire, along with an excerpt of the statement of more difficult. The trial judge should allow counsel to ask
facts from her individual voir dire. In an affidavit attached to the question in a different way or have counsel present a less
Brandborg's Application for Writ of Habeas Corpus before intrusive question.
the Court of Criminal Appeals, Hirschhorn noted:
It is difficult to envision a single question that counsel
The fact that Ms. Brandborg answered the questions
nmst have answered in order to intelligently exercise a
in such a way as to exercise her right of privacy
peremptory strike. If the area is one in which counsel
(answering "not applicable") gave the attorneys a rare
feels that an answer is ~equired,asking the juror "why" he
aud remarkable insight to this juror and clearly a sufo r s h e believes that the answer is private, without
ficient basis to intelligently
exercise
their
nerenlotorv
divulging the answer, will in all likelihood provide coun- .
,
strike, if either side deemed
sel with more insight into the jnror than a
this juror nuacceptable.?
direct response to the question.
Regarding a juror's right to privacy, Hil-schhorn stated:
Serving on jury duty does not
THE EFFECT OF JAILING JURORS
cause a person to forfeit their
constitotional lights guaranteed
When jurors are jailed the fault, in the eyes
by the United States and Texas
of
the public, lies with us, the defense
Constitutions. As I have noted
lawyer.
The privileges that we enjoy now
in my writings and speeches
I
are
precious.
To preserve these privileges,
concerning jnry selection,

.

When jurors are

jailed the fault,

1

in the eyes of the

public, lies with

does the summons or jury dnty
strip the veniremen of his or her Constilutional light to
express or withhold an opinion on matters deemed pep
sonal or private. This is especially tme when the information requested does not involve an issue germane to
the litigation m the intelligeut exercise of a cause challenge or peremptoly stlike?

THE BALANCING TEST
If an accused is denied the opportunity to ask a question on voir dire, error does not occur unless the ques-

1

answer their summons or "know what to
say" to be challenged for cause. The vast majority of citizens who are sun~monedfor jury service take their oath
seriously, and as best that they can, answel- qnestions
truthfully and honestly.
Unlike all others who appear befo1.e the bench, prospective jurors are prospective judges. This fact has critical
in~plications,and not just for those to be judged. As de
Tocqueville astutely remiuds us, our jury process "iostill[s]
some of the habits of the judicial mind into every citizen,
and just those habits are the very best way of preparing
The American jury, he
people to be free."

@

. .
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observed, "should be r e g d e d as a free school which is
always open md in which each juror learns h k rights . .
a d is given practical lessons in the Iaw . . .
de
Tocqueville also diseemcd at because it represen= society "the jury, though seeming to diminish the magistrate's
rights, in reality enlarges his sway, and in no other country
are judges so powerful as in thoxc where the people have a
share in their pi4vilegt:s."
Elevation of these
salutary purposes, which are too easily lost sight of in the
day-to-day work of the courts, and the very integrity of t
h
justice system require the willing participation Of our people. If the diverse Mews that are tacky eommonly and
a m i r e in this state are; unnecesproperly represented 01%
sarily penalized, then,as the Supreme court pointed out in a
different eontext, those fit for j u i s "will either shun ths
burdens of the seiVice Or perfol'm it with disquiet and di%
gust," *
r and trial by capable juries mi&t become
an impmibility,
The onIy phase oftthl in which jumrs extensively interact
with court and e o u n d is upon voir dim, which means ''to
speak the truth."' Piaspective jurors who conscienliouslydaie
to speak and aa upon their pemual truth must not prewmp
tively be deemed to have behaved improperly. Far this reason, end ndeause the refusal of a piosppctive juror to angwer a
qnestion may not in all ciwunwlances be inexcusable, this
case falls within a class OF contempts that should be meam&
by a higher standard than normally applieaP

.
.".

denied, September 7,1994 (unpublished opinion).
3. Id.
4. Maysv. State, 726 S.W.2d937 (Tx.Cr.App. 19%).
5. s~~N.A.A.c.P.v. Alabama, 357 U.S. 449 (195%).
6. See concurring ophion in Bobb v. Ivh~nici@dCburt, 143
Cal App 3d 860,86&$69,192 C d Rptr 270 (1983).
Rick Hagen is a former. briefins atrorney on the Texas
Court of Criminal Appeals, and was the loat briefing attar.Bey hired by M.P."Rusty" Duncan. After serving on the
&ur% Hagen served uas on Assistant Crintinol District
Atfolney in Caldwell County. He reeejved his B.A. in
Gove~vtmemfront Aasfin CoElege in 1986. and his J.D. in
1S30fram the Lhtiver8iV of Oktahorna where he received
tf3e Amerim Jur&wu&nce A a r d in trial techniques. He
is a partner with Jackson & &gen tn Dentam. His pracfice
is lintired to criminal tpw and he serves on the Amicus
CcEriae CouwriUefar T C N .

CONCLUSION
Any attempt or argument to cu~tailour ability to ask
questions on vofr dire should be avoided. The Stat$ has the
same interest in a s k ' i questions on voir dire that the
defense does. The focus should not be directed to the propriety of asking questions. The focus, and the issue the
Brandhorg case pmeuts, is whether a juror who invokes a
co~~stfttrtional
right should be compelled to answer when
4fre question is not related to an issue to be decided by the
jury. The answer, of course, is no. To preserve the rights
rhxt we enjoy now on voir dire, we must 1wogni2e a juror's
constitutional rights. If we fail to i'eebgnize that a juror has
rights, how can we be expected to convince a jury that our
client has any?

*

-

1. Brandhorg's ease is cucrently pending before the
HonorabIe Paul Brown ih the United States District Court
for tbe Eastcm District of Texa, aee Dianna Brandbore v.
Weldon Lucas. ek. al., Cause No. 4:94CV228. The Texas
Court of Criminal Appeals denied leave to file an
Original Applicutjon for Writ af Habeas Corpus.
Brandhorg is repraented by Rick Hagen, Hal J a w o n and
Ron Goranson.
2. See "Exhibit F"in O'iginal Application for Writ of Habeas
Corpus, Ex parte Dianna Bmndborg, No. 26,37341 in the
Texas Court of Criirimii~alAp$eaIs, motion for leave to file
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Double
Jeopardy:
Civil vs. Criminal

By Cynthia Hujar Orr

R

en

Our

d e ci si o n s

A Lmay
require

the p rosecution to
chose between civil

forfeiture or criminal
punishment.

The prosecution's best means to beggar your client before trial has recently been
hansformed into a way to preseme your client's libelty. Civil forfeiture laws allow
state and federal prosecutors to take your client's property on a mere showing it is an
"instwment" or the "proceeds" of crime. Now you may be able to make the prosecution chose between civil forfeitule or criminal sentence.
The United States Supreme Court in U.S. v. Halper, 490 US. 435, 109 S.Ct.
19892, 104 L.Ed. 2d 487 (1989) held that civil medicare fiaud penalties were punishment because they were meant as a deterrent or constituted retribution. The
Courtex~laiued:
Simply put, a civil as well as a criminal sanction constitutes punishment when the sanction as applied in the individual case semes
the goal of punishment. . . . From these premises, it follows that a
civil sanction that cannot fairly be said solely to serve a remedial
purpose, but rather can only be explaiued as also serving either
retributive or detenvnt purposes, is punishment, as we have come
to understand the term. . . . We therefore hold that under the
Double Jeopardy Clause a defendant who has already been punished in a criminal prosecution may not be subjected to an additional civil sanction to the extent that the second sanction may not
be failly cha~acterizedas iemedial, but only as a deterrent or retribution. U.S.v. Halper, 104 L.Ed.2d 487,501 (1989).
After Halper, the Supreme Court held, in U.S. v. Ausfin, 113 S. Ct, 2801, 125
L.Ed.2d 488 (1993), thatfederal forfeitures constituted punishment under the excessive fines clause of the eighth amendment.' It recognized that forfeiture has been
historically understood as punishmentZ and noted that the current fedelal forfeitule
statute showed the same character by focusing on the culpability of the property
owner, providing an innocence owner defense.
In light of the historical understanding of forfeiture as punishment, the clear focus of $5881 (a)(4) and (a)(7) on the culpability
of the owner, and the evidence that Congress understood those
provisions as serving to deter and to punish, we cannot conclude
that forfeiture under @881(a)(4) and (a)(7) serves soleIy a remedial purpose. We therefore conclude that forfeiture under these
provisions constitutes payment to a sovereign as punishment for
some offense.... Azrstiu v. US.,509 US. -, 125 L.Ed.2d 488,
505, 113 S.Ct. -(1993).

Since double jeopardy bars multiple punishments or prosecutions for the same offense and the Supreme Coue held that
forfeiture constitutes punishment, it stands to reason that forfeiture bars a separate criminal pmseeution or punishment.
The Fifth Circuit rejected this argument with mpect to the
forfeiture of "proceeds" in US. v. TiRay, 18 F.3d 295 (5th Cu.
19941,pending cert., cause no. 94-243 (filed August 9, 1994).
It concluded that "proceeds," unlike the "instrumentalitiePI"
addressed in Azcsti~i,are contraband and therefore thek forfeiture approximates the harm of the offense to society. In
essence, the Court decided that the forfeiture of drug pmceeds
is "wholly remedial" and does "not constitute punishment" for
double jeopardy purposes. This misses the mark.
Under the three specific criteria set forth in Austin v. U.S.,
509 U.S. ,
125 L.Ed.2d 488, 505, 113 S.Ct. -(1993)
both the forfeiture of "instrumentalities" and "proceeds" forfeiture constitute "unishment." Addressing 18 U.S.C. $881
the Austin Court dete~minedthat forfeiture was punishment
based upon:
1. The "historical understanding of foifeihm generally as punishment,"'
2. The Wear focus of this forfeiture provision on the
culpability of the owner," and
3. The legislative history indicating, "Congress
understood this provision as sewing to deter and
509 U.S. -(1993).
to punish."Austin v. U.S.,
Also, the existence of the innocent owner defense to forfeiture of 'kstrumentalities" and "proceeds" shows forfeiture's
purpose is to punish. Otherwise, lhe culpability of the property owner would be beside the point.
If forfeiture had been understood not to punish the
owner, there would have been no reason to resenfe the
case of a truly innocent owner. Indeed, it is only on
the assumption that forfeiture serves in palt to punish
that the Court's past resewation of that question makes
sense. Austin v. US.,125 L.Ed.2d 488,502 (1993).
The Legislative History of §881(a)(6) also shows that when
Congress expanded forfeitures to include "proceeds" in 1978,
the Joint House and Senate Committee expressly and specifi.
cally recognized that provision's 'Ipenal na-me.".
The ... [I9781 Amendment expands ... the Act
[8881(a)(6)] to provide for the forfeiture of the following additional types of property: (1) All monies, negotiable instruments, securities, or other things of value
fu~nishedor intended m be furnished by any pelson in
exchange for illicit controlled substawes. (2) All proceeds traceable to such an exchange for illicit controlled
substances, and (3) All moneys, negotiable instnrments,
and securities used or intended to be used to facilitate
any controlled substance law violations. Due lo the
penal nature of forfeiture sfntutex, is the inteut of
rhess p~-ovisio~rs
fhalprop"fy iwuld be forfeited olzly
if there is a szrbsfarrtial cortuecfiort between tlaeproperly arid the zinde~Jyi~rg
crbninnl activify which the
statute seeks lo prevent. Specifically, the ...
Amendment provides for the forfeiture of property
exchanged or intended to be exchanged in an illegal
drug transaction. In addition it provides for forfeiture of
property which is the proceeds of an illegal drug vans-

action. ...Finally, it should be pointed out that no prop
erty would be forfeited ... to the extent of the intemt of
any innocent owner of such property. Joint
Explanatory Statement of Titles 11 and ItI,124 Cong.
Rec. S17447 reptinted in 1978 U.S.C.C.A.N. 9518,

THE FIFTH CIRCUIT
HAS SOUGHT TO LIMIT AUSTIM
Rejecting the cogent Austin three step evaluation, the Fifth
Circuit decided that "prw?eds"forfeiture was "wholly remedial"
and did not constihlte punishment under the double jeopardy
clause. U.S. v. TiNey, 18 F.3d 295 (5th Cir. 1994),pendinge e ~ f ,
cause no. 94-243 (filed Aiigugust 9, 1994). Mixing an excessive
fines test with the test for double jeopardy, it reasoned that:
Unlike the tine imposed in Halper, the forfeiture of
proceeds in this particular case is not so excessive as
to render the relatiunship between the amount of the
forfeiture and the resulting costs to the government
and society irrational. The forfeiture of proceeds of
illegal drug sales serves the wholly remedial purposes of ~.eirnbursingthe government for the costs of
detection, investigation, and prosecution of drug
traffickers and reimbursing society for the costs of
combatting the allwe of illegal drugs, caring for the
victims of the criminal trade when preventative
efforts prove unsnccessful, lost productivity, etc.
U.S. v. Tilley, 18 F.3d 295,299 (5th Cir. 1994).
But the Court's holding is flawed, Courts have uniformly
rejected saddling a defendant with punishment based upon the
impact of crime generally on ~ o e i e t y . ~

Employing the proper inqui~y,the Ninth Circuit Court of
Appeals held unanimously, and without hearing oral argument, that the forfeiture of "proceeds" constitutes punishment
under the double jeopandy clause. U.S. v. 405,089,23 U.S.
Currency, 33 F.3d 1210 (9th Cir. September 6, 1994)[petition
for rehearing pending].'
We believe that the only fair reading of the Court's
decision in Auxfin is that it resolves the 'punishment'
issue with respect to forfeiture cases for purposes of
the Double Jeopardy Clause as well as the Excessive
Fines Clause.... In light of the decision in Austin, and
applying the Halper test here, we find the conclusion
inescapable that civil foifeiture under... 21 U.S.C.
8881(a)(6) constitutes 'punishment' which triggers
the protections of the Double Jeopardy Clause....
Under Austin, in order to dete~minewhethera forfeiture constitutes 'punishment,' we must look to the
entire scope of the statute which the govemment seeks
to employ, rather than to the cha~acteristicsof specific
property the government seeks to forfeit. [TJhe government appears to rely principally on its argument
that the les consists entirely of illegal proceeds... and
that they therefore do not impose 'punishment.' This
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argument not only misconceives the legal standard
established in Austin but also misstates the scope of
the statutes involved. In determining that fo~feitum
under $5 881(a)(4) and (a)(7) coustituted 'punishment' under the Haber test, the A~rslinCourt relied
on tbxe facts....
First because of 'the histo~icalunderstanding of forfeiture as punishment,'... there is a strong presumption that any forfeiture statute does not serve solely a
remedial purpose. Second, where such a statute
focuses on the culpability of the p~opertyowner by
exempting im~ocentowners or lienholders, it is likely
that the enactment serves at least in part to deter and
punish guilty conduct. Finally, where congress has
tied forfeiture &ectly to the commission of specified
offenses, it is reasonable to plesume that the fo~feiture is at least paltially intended as an additional
deterrent to or punishment for those violations of law.
These principles dictate that fotfeiture under the
statutes at issue in this case 121 U.S.C. $881(a)(6)1
constitutes 'punishment.' U.S. v. $405,089.23 U.S.
Carrescy, 33 F.3d 1210 (9th Cir. 1994)[citations
omitted included he~ein].
State forfeiture constitutes punishment as well.

FOURTEENTH COURT OF APPEALS APPLIES
AUSTIN TO STATE FORFEITURE
THE FIRST COURT REJECTS ITS APPLICATION
The Fourteenth Court of Appeals in Houston, relying on
Halper, Austin, and K w f h Ranch, has held that forfeitu~eof
property "used in the commissiotr" of an offense, or which
constituted "the proceeds gained from the commission" of the
offense under chapter 59 of the Texas Code of Criminal
Procedure "punish" and therefore bar subsequent criminal
pmsecutions for the same offenses. Fanf v. Stnte, 881 S.W.2d
830 (Tex. App. - Houston [14th Dist.] 1994, rev. granted).
The teaching of Haber is that if a sanction selves the
goals of punishment, nanrely retribution and deterrence, even if it has remedial goals as well, then it
should he characterized as punishment for purposes of
a double jeopardy analysis. Haker, 490 US. at 448.
See also Atrsfin, 113 S.Ct. at 2910 n. 12; Kttrflt
Rarzclr, 62 U.S.L.W. at 4432. We find that although
Chapter 59 may have remedial goals, see Article

Classified Ad
AUDIO VIDEOJEXPERT WITNESS - TAPE
RECORDINGS - computer analysis, voice identification, enhancement, all courts 23 years.
JOEL CHARLES, 9951 NW 5th Place,
Plantation FL 33324, (305) 370-7499

59.06(c), (h) (providing that fnnds derived fmm forfeitures under the statute be used for law enforcement
purposes, and programs for treatment of d ~ u gabuse
and chemical dependency), it must he characterized
as punitive, based on the factols delineated in Amtin.
Contra Ward v. Sfate, 870 S.W.2d 659 (Tex. App. Houston [lst Dist.] 1994, pet. ref'd); Johnson v.
State, No. 01-93-1077-CR (Tex. App. - Houston [lst
Dist.] June 23, 1004, no pet.h.). Therefore, in light of
the above Supreme Court decisions, we must conclude that appellant has already been punished for his
criminal conducl by the forfeiture of his propelty, aud
the Double Jeopardy Clause of the United States
Constitution prohibits further punishment by the State
for the same incident. Fanf v. State, 881 S.W.2d 830
(Tex. App. -Houston [14th Dist,] 1994, rev. granted).
Like the Fifth Circuit, the First Court of Appeals applies
excessive fines analysis instead of a double jeopardy test to reach
the w~ongresult in Ward v. Stafe, 870 S.W.2d 659 vex. App. Houston [Ist Dist.] 1994, pet, rePd),penningeert.,causeno. 94392 (filed August 15, 1994); JQIIIWII
v. Sfate, 882 S.W.2d 17
(Tex. App. -Houston [lst Dist.] Jm1e23,1004, rev. gmuted).
Courts attempting to limit Austin v. U S , 125 L.Ed.2d 488,
502 (1993) have held that parallel civil forfeitures and criminal proceedings constitute a single prosection and thus do not
implicate double jeopardy? The Ninth Circuit rejected this
suggestion noting:
We fail to see how two separate actions ... instituted at
different times, tried at different times before different
fact finders, presided over by diffe~mtdist~ictjudges,
and resolved by diirent sepcate judgments, constilute the same 'pmceedings'. U.S. v. $405,089.23 U.S.
Currency, 33 F.3d 1210 (9th Cir. 1994).
As the Supreme Cout noted recently in U.S. v. Dixon, 125
L.Ed.2d 556, 570-1 n.4 (1993), the meaning of the double
jeopardy clause does not depend upon a court's app~ovalof
its consequences.
The result, if the prosecution seeks the easy route of a separate civil forfeiture instead of instituting criminal forfeiture in
the same p~oceeding,it may provide you of a way to give
your client relief fiom criminal prosecution.

With the mofion for rehearing sfill pending ill U.S. v.
$405,089.23 U.S. Currency, 33 F.3d 1210 (9th Cir. 1994)
S nppeal, the Supre~ne
and thus a split in flu circnif C O N I ~ of
Court raonefhelessdenied cerfiorari in U S . Y. Tilley, 18 Ir.3d
295 (5th Cil: 1994) on November 28,1994.

1. Austin had been convicted of a state drug offense and
therefore could not raise a double jeopardy claim.
Punishment by a state aud the fede~algovenlmeat for the
same offense does not constitute double jeopardy because
that offense violates the law of dual sovereigns, the state
and the federal government. Abbate v. US., 359 US. 187,
79 S.Ct. 666, 3 L.Ed.2d 729 (1959). The state had
imposed Austin's criminal penalty. The federal government was not barled from doing so as well.
2. More recently, in holding that Montana's marijuana
tax constituted "punishment" for fifth amendment

double jeopardy purposes, even though taxes "are usually motivated by revenue-raising rather than punitive
pwposes," the Court distinguished "fines, penalties,
and fo~feitures[which] are readily characterized as
sancfions." (emphasis supplied) Departmeaf of
Revenae of Montana v. Knrth Ranch, 114 S.Ct.
1937, 1946 (1994).
3Suhsections 4 and 7 of 21 U.S.C. g88l allow forfeiture of
the "instrumentalities" of drug offenses. Subsection 6 provides for the forfeiture of the "p~oceeds"traceable to a
drug sale and to that which was directly exchanged for the
drug. All three subsections contain the identical innocent
owner defense:
...no conveyance shall be forfeited under this paragraph to the extent of an interest of an owner, by
reason of any act or omission established by that
owner to have been committed or omitted without
the knowledge, consent, or willful blindness of the
owner. 21 U.S.C. $881 (4)(C).

the need for the sentence imposed(A) to reflect the se~iousnessof fhe offense, to promote zespect for the law, and to provide just punishment for the offense;
(B)to afford adequate deterrence to criminal conduct;
(C) to protect the public from further crimes of the
defendant; and
(D) to provide the defendant with needed educational or vocational traiuing, medical care, or other correctional treatment in the most effective manner...
18 U.S.C. 3 3553(a)(2)

...it did

not authorize a court to impose sentence
based upon the effect which other crimes a e having
on society. See U.S. v. Aguilnr Pena, 887 F.2d 347
(1st Cir. 1989)[not proper to depa~tupwa~dbased
upon the incideuee of d ~ u gsmuggling in Puerto
Rico); U.S. v. Thomas, 906 F.2d 323 (7th Cir.
1990)[improper to depatt upward based on impaet of
gang activity in Milwaukee].
5. The split in the circuits increases the likelihood that certio~ a rwill
i be granted in U.S. v. Tilley, 18 F.3d 295 (5th Cir.
1994),pending cer%,cause no. 94-243. The Rules of the
Supreme Court of the United States p~ovide:

...no property shall he forfeited under this palagraph, to the extent of the interest of an owner, by
reason of any act or omission established by that
owner to have been committed or omitted without
the knowledge or consent of that owner. 21
U.S.C. 3881 (6).

Rule 10. Considerations Governing Review on Writ of Certiorari

...no property

1 ... A petition for writ of certiora~iwill be granted
only when there are special and important reasons
therefor. The following, while neither controlling
nor fully measuring the Con1t's discretion, indicate
the chaiacter of reasons that will be considered:
(a) Wheu a United States coutt of appeals has
reudered a decision in conflict with the decision of another United States con1t of appeals
on the same matter ...." Rule lO.l(a) Supreme
Court Rules.
6. U.S. v. Millan, 2 P.3d 17, 19-21 (2d Cir. 1993); U.S. v.
Once Single Family Residence, 13 F.3d 1493, 1499 (11th
Cir. 1994).

shall be forfeited nnder this paragraph, la the extent of an interest of an owner, by
reason of any act or omission established by that
owner to have been committed or omitted without
the knowledge or consent of that owner. 21
U.S.C. $881 (7).
4. As one Court recently noted:
The amelioration of society's woes is far too heavy
a burden for the individual criminal defendant to
bear. United States v. Solivan, 937 F.2d 1140 (6th
Cir. 199l)[quoting United States v. Monaghan,
741 F.2d 1434 (D.C. Cir. 1984), cert. denied, 470
U.S. 1085 (1983).
Courts are not authorized to impose sentence based upon
the effect clime has on society. Congress provided that a
sentencing court should consider:

Cpfhia Hujar Orris a member of Gol&ein,Goldstein &
Hilley in Sail Antonio, Teaas. She is a member of the
TCDLA Cornminee and Bonrd of Directors. She also chairs
the Execati~beCommiffee San Antonio Crinzinal Defense
Lmyers Association.
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